
The Chapters On Fasting 

In the Name of Allah, 

the MerciJi4 the Beneficent. 

6. The Chapters On Fasting 
From The Messenger of 

Allah 
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Chapter 1. What Has Been 
Related About The Virtue Of 
The Month Of Ramadãn 
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opened. The gates of Paradise are 	-'-' 

opened such that no gate among 	 J )Ji 	iAe 	Ji 
them would be closed, and a caller 	-, 	-- - 	 - 

calls: '0 seeker of the good; come 
near!' and and '0 seeker of evil; stop!  
For there are those whom Allah 	- 	-- - 	 - 	 - - 

frees from the Fire.' And that is 	'i j 	yo c.t. 	4j  

every night." (Ijasan) 	 ((j 1S 
(He said:) There are narrations on 	 - 

this topic from 'Abdur-Rahmãn bin 	) 	y 	 [:Ju l 

'Awf, Ibn Mas'Ud and Salman. 	 - - 
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The good and special favors, qualities and virtuousness of righteous deeds are 
relevant to those who are Muslims, when they believe in the teachings of 
Allah and His Messenger jW,, the appearance of the good effects and qualities 

682. AbU Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"On the first night of the month of 
Ramalãn, the Shayafin are 
shackled, the jinns are restrained, 
the gates of the Fires are shut such 
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occur inside them according to the degree and position of their Faith and 
Islam. 

683. Abu Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah ç  said: 
"Whoever fasts Ramadãn and 
stands (in the night prayer) for it 
out of faith and seeking a reward 
(from Allah), he will be forgiven 
what preceded of his sins. Whoever 
stands (in the night prayer) on the 
Night of Al-Qadr out of faith and 
seeking a reward (from Allah), he 
will be forgiven what preceded of 
his sins." (Hasan) 
This Hadith is Sahih. 
AbU 'EIsa said: The Hadith of Abu 

Hurairah which AbU Bakr bin 
'Ayyash reported is a Gharib 
Hadith, we do not know of it as a 
narration of AbU Bakr bin 'Ayyash 
from A1-A'mash, from AbU Salib, 
from AbU Hurairah except from the 
narration of AbU Bakr. He said: I 
asked Muhammad bin Isma'il about 
this Hadith, and he said: "Al-Hasan 
bin Ar-Rabi' narrated to us, AbU 
Al-Ahwas narrated to us from Al-
A'mash, from Mujähid as his own 
saying. He said: 'On the first night 
of Ramadan' and he mentioned the 
Hadith." Muhammad said: "This is 
more correct in my view, than the 
narration of AbU Bakr bin 
'Ayyash." 
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Comments: 

In this Hadith, the virtuousness of fasts of Ramadãn, Tarawih and voluntary 
prayer during its night, and the voluntary prayer during the Night of Power is 
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highlighted; the previous sins are forgiven due to these deeds, provided these 
deeds are performed with Faith and in the hope of earning good reward from 
Allah . 

Chapter 2. What Has Been 	I, 	t t. LJt - (Y ç Jl) 
Related About: Do Not Precede 

 The Month With Fasting. 	 p- 

684. Abu Hurairah narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "Do not 
precede the month with a day nor 
with two days, unless that fast falls 
on a day that one of you would 
have (normally) fasted. Fast with 
its sighting, and break fast with its 
sighting, and if it is cloudy, then 
count for thirty days, and then 
break (the fast)." (Sahih) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 
this topic from some of the 
Companions of the Prophet Lit. 
MansUr bin Al-Mu'tamir informed 
us from Rib'! bin Hiräsh, from 
some of the Companions of the 
Prophet 	, and it is similar to this. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of AbU 

Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to the 
people of knowledge, they consider 
it disliked for a man to be hasty by 
fasting before the month of 
Ramadan begins, if he thinks that 
is for Ramadan. If a man normally 
performs some fast, and that fast 
falls on that day, then there is no 
harm in this according to them. 
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685. AN Hurairah narrated that  64- IAO 

	

the Messenger of Allah 	said:  
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"Do not precede the month of 
Ramadan by fasting a day or two 
before it, unless it is the case of a 
man who normally performs some 
fast, then let him fast it." (Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 

Comments: 
It is prohibited to fast a day or two days for welcoming Ramadan, before the 
arrival of Ramadan. However, if a day before Ramadan coincides with one's 
regular fasting, for example: a person fasts every Monday and Thursday, and 
Monday or Thursday occurs just before the commencement of Ramadan, 
then he may fast on such a day. 

Chapter 3. What Has Been 
Related About It Being Disliked 
To Fast The Day Of Doubt 

686. Silah bin Zufar said: "We were 
with 'Ammar bin Yasir when a roasted 
sheep was brought and he said: 'Eat.' 
Someone among the people said: 'I 
am fasting.' So 'Ammãr said: 
'Whoever fasts on a day in which there 
is doubt, then he has disobeyed Abul-
Qasim ()." (Da'/) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Hurairah and 
Anas. 
AbU 'EIsa said: The Hadith of 

'Ammar is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to 
most of the people of knowledge 
among the Companions of the 
Prophet , and those who 
followed them among the Tãbi'in. 
It is the view of Sufyan Ath-
Thawri, Malik bin Anas, 'Abdullãh 
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bin Al-Mubärak, Ash-ShAfi'I, 
Ahmad, and Isbaq. They 
considered it disliked for a man to 
fast on the day in which there is 
doubt. Most of them held the view 
that if he fasted it and it was one of 
the days of Ramadan then he was 
to make up a day in place of itJ11 
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Chapter 4. What Has Been 	t L4 ) 	U 	- ( 
Related About Counting The 	 -. 	 - - - - - 

	 - 

(Appearences Of) The Crescent 	 - - 

Of Sha'bãn For Ramãdan 

687. Abü Hurairah narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah j~.O, said: "Count 
the (the appearences of) the 
crescent of Sha'bãn for Ramadan." 
(13a'ij) 
AbU 'EIsa said: We do not know of 

the Hadith of Abu Hurairah to be 
like this except from the narration of 
AN Mu'awiyah. What is correct is 
what is reported from Muhammad 
bin 'Amr, from AbU Salamah from 
AN Hurairah that the Prophet 
said: "Do not precede the month of 
Ramadan by fasting a day or two 
days." This has been reported by 3L 

[1] "Because the one who fasted the day of doubt did not fast a day of Ramadan with 
certainty, so if it appeared later that it was a day of Ramadan then he must make up for 
it by fasting a day in its place." Tuhfat A1-A.fwadhi. 
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Yabya bin AN Kathir, from AbU 	- 	- 	 - 
Salamah, from Abü Hurairah from  

the Prophet iW,, and it is similar to 	J [ 	] 
the narration of Muhammad bin 	 - 	- - 
'AmrAl-Laithi.  

ii L9i  t ' / rL.. 	 L' 
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Comments: 
'The day of doubt' is the thirtieth of Sha'bãn, when the sky is overcast and cloudy 
the moon cannot be sighted, which causes doubt that perhaps it is a day of 
Ramadan, because the people could not see the moon, if a person fasts with the 
intention of fasting Ramadan, this fast is Makruh Tahrimi (nearly forbidden) 
according to the four A 'immah, majority Companions and the successors. 

Chapter 5. What Has Been 
Related About: Fasting And 
Breaking Fast Are Based Upon 
The Sighting (Of The Crescent) 

688. Ibn 'Abbas narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "Do not 
fast before Ramadan. Fast with its 
sighting, and break fast with its 
sighting, and if it is obscured from you, 
then complete thirty days." (Sahih) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from Abu Hurairah, AbU Bakrah, 
and Ibn 'Umar. 
Abu 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Ibn 

'Abbas is a Hasan Sahih Hadith, it 
has been reported from him 
through other routes. 

u J  
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Comments: 
'Allamah Mubarakpurl said, both these Ahadith are authentic and both guide 
to different subjects. 
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Chapter 6. What Has Been 
Related About: The Month Is 
Twenty-Nine Days 
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689. Ibn Mas'Ud said: "What I 
fasted with the Prophet 	that was 
twenty-nine111  (days), was more 
than what we fasted that was 
thirty." (ahiz) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 
this topic from 'Umar, AbU 
Hurairah, 'Aishah, Sa'd bin AN 
Waqqa, Ibn 'Abbas, Ibn 'Umar, 
Anas, Jäbir, Umm Salamah, AbU 
Bakrah, that the Prophet Q5, said: 
"The month is twenty-nine (days)." 
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Comments: 
It is proven from this Hadith that change of the lunar month depends on 
sighting the new crescent, it does not depend merely on the existence of the 
moon, and the change of the new lunar month cannot be based merely on the 
calculation of the science of astronomy. 

690. Anas narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah vowed to stay 
away from his wives for a month, so 
he stayed in a loft for twenty-nine 
days. They said: '0 Messenger of 
Allah, your vow was for a month,' so 

lie &,L; Ji :Jli 
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'I  Meaning, in most cases the month was twenty-nine days. 
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he said: 'The month is twenty-nine 
 

AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 
HasanSahih. 	 . 	- - - 	- - 	- - 
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Comments: 
The month of Ramadan occurred nine times in the lifetime of the Messenger 
of Allah jgo, and only once the month of Ramadan was thirty days. (Ma 'anf 
As-Sunan: 5/343) 

Chapter 7. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting Based 
Upon Testimony 

691. Ibn 'Abbas narrated: "A 
Bedouin came to the Prophet and 
said: 'I have seen the crescent.' So he 
said: 'Do you testify that none has the 
right to the worshipped but Allah? 
Do you testify that Muhammad is the 
Messenger of Allah 	?' He said: 
'Yes.' So he said: '0 Bilãl! 
Announce to the people that they 
should fast tomorrow." (DaJ) 
(Another route) from Simak (one 

of the narrators) that is similar 
(with this chain). 
Abu 'Elsa said: There is some 

differing (in the narration of) the 
1Iadith of Ibn 'Abbas. It was reported 
by Sufyan Ath-Thawri and others 
from Simak bin Harb, from 'Ikrimah, 
from the Prophet which is Mursal, 
and most of the companions of 
Simak reported it from Simãk from 
'Ikrimah from the Prophet 	in 
Mursal form. This Hadith is acted 
upon according to most of the 
people of knowledge. They say that 
the testimony of one man is 
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accepted for fasting. This is the view 
of Ibn Al-Mubãrak, Ash-Shafi'I, 	 43 	 -' 

Al:imad, (and the people of Al-
KUfah). Isiaq said that fasting is not 
begun without the testimony of two 	-4 	ç -9 Y) H 
men, and there is no disagreement 	 3i 	j çJil 
among the people of knowledge 	 - 
regarding breaking the fast; that it is 
not accepted in that case without the 
testimony of two men. 
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Chapter 8. What Has Been 
Related About: The Two 
Months Of 'EM Will Not Both 
Be Defecient 

692. 'Abdur-Rahmän bin Abi 
Bakrah narrated from his father 
that the Messenger of Allah 
said: "The two months of 'Eld will 
not both be defecient: Ramadãn 
and Dhul-Jlijjah." (Sazih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of AbU 

Bakrah is a Hasan Hadith. This 
Ijadith has been reported from 
'Abdur-Rahman bin AN Bakr from 
the Prophet 	in Mursal form. 
Ahmad commented on the 
meaning of the 1-Iadith "The two 
months of 'Eld will not both be 
defecient" saying: "Ramaan and 
Dhul-ijjah will not both be 
decreased in the same year, if one 
of them is decreased, then the 
other one will be complete." Isliaq 
said: "It means that they will not be 
defecient." He said: "If it is twenty-
nine days, it will still be complete, 
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not defecient." So according to the 
view of Isaq it is possible that the 
two months would be decreased in 
the same year. 
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Comments: 
The month consisting of twenty-nine days will have the same status as the one 
of thirty days, it will be regarded a full month, not incomplete; as the Prophet 

; regarded the month of twenty-nine days as a complete month and ended 
the period of ha according to it. 

Chapter 9. What Has Been 
Related About: For The People 
Of Every Land There Is A 
Sighting 

703. Muhammad bin AN Harmalah 
narrated: "Kuraib informed me that 
Umm Al-Fadl bint A1-Hãrith sent 
him to Mu'awiyah in Ash-Sham. He 
said: 'So I arrived in Ash-Sham and 
finished her errand, and I saw the 
crescent of Ramadan while I was in 
Ash-Sham. We saw the crescent on 
the night of Friday. Then I arrived in 
Al-Madinah at the end of the 
month. Ibn 'Abbas was questioning 
me, then he mentioned the crescent 
and he said: "When did you see the 
crescent?" I said: "We saw it on the 
night of Friday." He said: "Did you 
see it on the night of Friday?" I said: 
"The people saw it, so they fasted, 
and Mu'awiyah fasted." He said: 
"But we saw it on the night of 
Saturday, so we will not stop fasting 
until we complete thrity days or we 
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see it." So I said: "Is not the sighting 
and fasting of Mu'awiyah enough for 
you?" He said: "This is not how the 
Messenger of AIMh ordered us." 
(Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Ibn 

'Abbas is a Hasan Sahih Gha rib 
Had ith. 
This Ijadith is acted upon according 

to the people of knowledge; the 
people of each land have their own 
sighting. 

:,U1JU 
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Comments: 	 0 

It is obvious from the statement of Imãm At-Tirmidhi that the moon sighting 
is different for each locality or for the people of each city and it is not 
disagreed, according to Ibn Al-Mundhir Imam Laith, Ash-Shãfi'i, Ahmad, 
Malik and AbU Hanifah hold the same opinion. 

Chapter 10. What Has Been 
Related About What It Is 
Recommend To Break The Fast 
With 

694. Anas bin Malik narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Whoever has dried dates, then let 
him break the fast with that, and 
whoever does not, then let him 
break the fast with water, for 
indeed water is purifying." (Sahih) 
(He said:) There is something on 

this topic from Salman bin 'Amir. 
AbU 'Elsa said: We do not know 

of anyone who reported the 1-Iadith 
of Anas from Shu'bah like this 
except for Sa'eed bin 'Amir. So it is 
a narration that is not preserved, 
we do not know any basis for it 
being a narration of 'Abdul-'Aziz 
bin Suhaib from Anas. The 
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companions of Shu'bah reported 
this Ijadith from Shu'bah, from 
'Asim Al-Ahwãl, from Hafsah bint 
Sirin, from Ar-Rabb, from Salman 
bin 'Amir from the Prophet 	. 
And it is more correct than the 
narration of Sa'eed bin 'Amir. 
They also reported it from Shu'bah 
from 'Asim, from Hafsah bint Sirin, 
from Salman bin 'Amir, and 
Shu'bah did not mention "from Ar-
Rabãb" in it. What is correct is 
what is narrated by Sufyan Ath-
Thawri, Ibn 'Uyainah and others, 
from 'Asim A1-Ahwal, from Hafsah 
bint Sirin, from Ar-Rabab, from 
Salman bin 'AinirJ11  Ibn 'Awn 
said: "From Umm Ar-Rã'ih hint 
Sulai', from Salman bin 'Amir," 
and Ar-Rabäb is Umm Ar-Rã'ih. - 
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695. Salman bin 'Amir Ad-Dabbi 
narrated that the Prophet 	said: 
"When one of you breaks his fast, 
then let him do so with dried dates. 
And whoever does not find dates, 
then water, for it is purifying." 
(Sahih) 

AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 
Hasan Sahih. 

" That is no. 658 as well as the following Hadith. 
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696. Anas bin Mãlik narrated: 
"The Messenger of Allah would 
break the fast with fresh dates 
before performing $alat. If there 
were no fresh dates then (he would 
break the fast) with dried dates, 
and if there were no dried dates 
then he would take a few sips of 
water." (Hasan) 

AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 
Hasan Gharib. 
(AbU 'Eisa said: It has been 

related that during the winter the 
Prophet ; would break the fast 
with dried dates, and during the 
summer he would do so with 
water.) 
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Chapter 11. What Has Been 
Related About: (The Fast Is The 
Day The People Fast And) The 
Breaking Of The Fast Is The Day 
When The People Break The 
Fast, And The Sacrifice Is The 
Day The People Sacrifice 

697. Abü Hurairah narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "The fast is 
the day the people fast, the 
breaking of the fast is the day the 
people break their fast, and the 
sacrifice is the day the people 
sacrifice." (Hasan) 
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AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 	 , - 	 - 
Gharib Ijasan, and some of the 	

' 

people of knowledge explained this  
Hadith by saying that this only 	 - 	- - - 
means that the fast and the 	 j. 	j Lf'°' 
breaking of the fast is done with 	 j. 
the Jamã'ah and the masses of the 	- - 
people. 	 : JUl 	LL 

L 
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Comments: 

The objective of this Hadith is that unity in acts of worship should be 
maintained. If all the people fall victim to a juristic mistake, for example: they 
cannot see the new crescent and they regard the month as thirty days, while it 
was, in fact, of twenty-nine days, in this case they will not be sinful and they 
should not be criticised or accused of a mistake. 

Chapter 12. What Has Been 
Related About: When The 
Night Advances And The Day 
Retreats, Then The Fasting 
Person Breaks The Fast 

J 	 4Ji) 

0  

698. 'Umar bin Al-Khattãb 
narrated that the Messenger of 
Allah ç said: "When the night 
advances and the day retreats, and 
the sun is hidden, then the fast is to 
be broken." 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from Ibn Abi Awfã and 
Abü Sa'eed. (Sahih) 
AbU 'Eisa said: The Hadith of 

'Umar is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
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Chapter 13. What Has Been 
Related About Hastening To 
Break The Fast 

1 -- U-1-71  

1 

699. Sahi bin Sa'd narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"The people will remain upon 
goodness as long as they hasten to 
break the fast." (Sahih) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Hurairah, Ibn 
'Abbas, 'Aishah, and Anas bin 
Malik. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Sahl 

bin Sa'd is a Hasan Sahth Hadith. This 
is what is preferred by the people of 
knowledge among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	and others, they 
consider it recommended to hasten 
breaking the fast. This is the saying 
of Ash-Shãfi'i, Alimad and Isbaq. 
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Comments: 
Arrival of the night, departure of the day and setting of the sun, three matters 
are mutually necessary for each other, and the real objective is the certainty 
of the setting of the sun. So as soon as the sun sets, the fasting person should 
break the fast without delay and hesitation. 
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700. Abfl Hurairah narrated that 	- 	- 	- 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 	 -- 
"Allah, Mighty and Sublime is He,  

said: 'Those of My worshippers 	- - - 	- 	- 
who are most beloved to Me are 

 

the quickest to break their fast." 	i 	 ) 
(Da'iJ) 	
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Comments: 
Some Ahadith show that the affairs of the followers of Muhammad 	will 
remain good as long as they hasten to break the fast and delay taking the 
predawn meal. (Tuiifat A1-Azwadhi: 3/331). Its reason and wisdom is that 
hastening to break the fast and delaying to take predawn meal is the 
commandment of Shari'ah and dear to Allah, and therein is also easiness and 
flexibility for the Muslims in general which is a means of Allah's Mercy and 
Grace. 

701. (A Hadith similar to no. 700 
with a different chain). (Da'f) 

AbU 'Eisa said: This Hadtth is 
Hasan Gharib. 

702. AbU 'Atiyyah said: "Masrtiq and 
I entered upon 'Aishah and we said: 
'0 Mother of the Believers! There 
are two men from the Companions of 
Muhammad, one of them hastens 
to break the fast and he hastens to 
perform the Salat. The other delays 
breaking the fast and he delays the 
Salat.' She said: 'Which of them 
hastens to break the fast and hastens 
to perform the alãt?' We said that 
it was 'Abdullah bin Mas'üd. She 
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said: 'This is how the Messenger of 
Allah 	did it.' And the other was 
AbU Müsa." (Sahih) 

AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 
Hasan Sahih. 

Abft 'Atiyyah's name is Malik bin 
AN 'Amir A1-Hamdãni, and they 
also said it is Malik bin 'Amir Al-
Harridan!, which is more correct. 
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Chapter 14. What Has Been 	.r ) 	t 	L - 
Related About Delaying The  
Sahür 

703. Anas (bin Malik) narrated 	[ii-] 	) 	 - 
that Zaid bin Thabit said: "We ate 	- 	-- 	 - 
Saür with the Messenger of Allah 	 : 
-, then we stood for the Salat." I 	- 	 - 	- 	-  L_UJ 

(Anas) said: "How long was that?" 	 - 
He said: "About the length of fifty 	iI JJL 	UL:Ji 
Ayahs" (Sahih)   
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Comments: 

Reading Reading fifty Verses slowly, according to the true pronunciation and rules of 
recitation, takes about five to seven minutes. Accordingly, it may be said that 

	

the interval of the Messenger of Allah 	between his predawn meal and the 
call to morning prayer was only five to seven minutes or less than that; a 
narration of Sahih Al-Bukhari also clarifies this issue. (Hadith 575-1921) 

704. (Another chain) except that 
he said: "About the length for 
reciting fifty Ayahs." (azii) 
(He said:) There is a narration on 

this topic from }ludhaifah. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 
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Zaid bin Thãbit is a Hasan Sahth 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
Hadith, and this is the view of Ash- 	

: 

Shafi'l, Almad and Isbaq. They 	 . 	 !- 
consider it recommended to delay  
the Sahür. 	 L 	3  

Ui jj  * LJi 	) 	S L  

Comments: 	 - 
Imãm Nawawi quoted: The interval between having had the predawn meal 
and entering into the prayer is equal to the extent of reading fifty Verses. 
(Ma 'ãrif As-Sunan: 5/362) and a narration of Sunan At- Tirmidhi also means 
the same, because the apparent question is about the interval between 
standing for prayer and taking the predawn meal; and Imãm Al-Bukhãri also 
established the title of a chapter, which is 'the extent of the interval between 
taking the predawn meal and the morning prayer' (Fat/i Al-Ban: 4/177) 

Chapter 15. What Has Been 
Related About Clarifying Al-
Fajr 
705. 'All bin Talq narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Eat and drink, and do not be 
disturbed by the rising glow, eat 
and drink until the redness appears 
to you on the horizon." (Ijasan) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from 'Ad! bin Uatim, 
Abü Dharr, and Samurah. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Talq 

bin 'All is a Hasan Gharib Hadith from 
this route. This is acted upon 
according to the people of knowledge, 
it is not unlawful for the person who 
wants to fast, to eat and drink until the 
redness of Al-Fajr is on the horizon, 
and this is the view of the people of 
knowledge in general. 

YrtA: 	 _.L L.aJl y 	 L.4] 
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[v :L] 	- 	 LJ I 	Ar. 

.[V1:i.J 	[\. / : l 	J] 
Comments: 

It should not worry you; 'As-Sai' literal meaning of The Prophet's words are 
"lã Yahidannakum" glitter, rising or the spread of light; 'Al-Mu'ad' Rising 
above or going to the height. 

706. Samurah bin Jundab narrated 	v • 
that the Messenger of Allah 	- 	- 	 - - 
said: "Do not let the Adhãn of 	 L- : 

Biläl prevent you from your Sazür, 	, 	 ] 
nor the drawn out Fajr, but the Fajr 	-- 	 - 	- - 	- 
that spreads on the horizon." 	JJL JU :JU 

Abfi 
(Sahih) 	 - - . • 	- 

	

'Elsa said: This Hadith is 	' 	
U 

Hasan. 	 ijiJ ) 	 JI 

- 	- 	- 

J. 	Jy 	3i 3 	L 	 [a] 

/ 0 	i- 	 • 	: 	. .. 

Comments: 
A1-Fajr (dawn) is of two types: 

1. False Dawn: Its light rise upwards vertically, it is given resemblance of the tail 
of a wolf. 

2. True Dawn: It spreads horizontally to the right and left, eating and drinking is 
allowed until its spread and appearance. 

Chapter 16. What Has Been 	 - ( 
Related About The Severity Of 	 . 
Back Biting For The Fasting 	( 1 i3) 	Zth 
Person 	 - 	 - 
707. Abu Hurairah narrated that 	 ) 	 - V • V 
the Prophet 	said: "Whoever 	- - 	- - -, ,• 	- 	- - 
does not leave false speech, and 	- 	 - 
acting according to it then Allah is 	. 	 ..i 
not in any need of him leaving his 	• - - 	- - 	- 	- , - 
food and his drink." (Sahih) 	 • 

(He said:) There is something on 	-L.- .b LU 	)JJi JiLL 
this topic from Anas. -- 
Abü 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 	

--' 

Hasan Sahih.  

:,jU 
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LI 	
Ji 	i 	L 	Ji 	--i, 

Comments: 
'Qawl Az-Zür' is a talk away from truth and reality, according to Mulla All 
QarI, it is false and vain talk, At-Tibi said: It is a talk of disbelief, false 
witness, false accusation, backbiting, telling lies, slandering, swearing, cursing 
and false criticism, nevertheless it includes all types of disobedience and sins. 
(Tuhfat Al-Ahwadhi: 2/39) 

Chapter 17. What Has Been 
Related About The Virtue Of 
Sahür 

708. Anas bin Malik narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah i  said: 
"Partake of Sahür, for indeed there 
is a blessing in the Saür." (ahih) 
He said: There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Hurairah, 
'Abdullãh bin Mas'Ud, Jãbir bin 
'Abdullãh, Ibn 'Abbãs, 'Amr bin Al-
'As, Al-'Irbad bin Sariyah, 'Utbah 
bin 'Abdullãh, and AbU Ad-Dardã'. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 

Anas is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. It 
has been reported that the Prophet 

said: "The distinction between 
our fasting and the fasting of the 
People of the Book is eating for 
Sahür." 

L;Jj• •• 	 Ji LpaiL 

r: 	i 	 5L 	 JI 

LI 4Wc [o:C 	 '- 	 j.iLL 

LI1 J [VS: 	o/t 	 L LI 	[l\l: 
jy.c• [\.:C  ri./:si 

I 7JJt] 4L 	LI 	[AA: 	3L- 	U: 

•[AA :r  3L- LII] 	LJ 
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709. 'Amr bin Al-'As narrated 
(similar to no. 708) from the 
Prophet (Sahih) 
He said: This Hadith is Hasan 

Sahih. The people of Egypt say 
(one of the narrators is) MUsã bin 
'Ulayy, and the people of Al-'Iraq 
say "MUs bin 'All bin Rabab Al-
LakhmL" 

Comments: 
'As-Sahür' if it is pronounced with Fathah on letter 'Seen' it means 'eating and 
drinking' food stuff in the predawn meal; and if it is pronounced with 
Dhammah on letter 'Seen' it is an infinitive verb, then it means the act of 
taking predawn meal. 
Islam is a natural religion based on moderation, middle course, and away 
from excessiveness. Therefore it urges to eat and drink as a predawn meal 
and also that the predawn meal is to be taken a little before the dawn 
appears; and the breaking of the fast should be soon after the sun has set, so 
that the time for remaining hungry and thirsty does not get prolonged 
needlessly, and the Prophet 	stated it is a source of blessing. 

Chapter 18. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Fast While 
Traveling 

710. Jãbir bin 'Abdullãh narrated: 
"The Messenger of Allah went to 
Makkah in the Year of the Conquest, 
so he fasted until he reached Kurd' 
A1-GhamIm111  and the people were 
fasting with him. Then it was said to 
him: 'The fast has become difficult 
for the people, and they are watching 
you to see what you will do.' So after 

—(AJ) 

(A ii) JI J 

JI1- :Zi —V 

3 :J 

[1] "The name of a valley before 'Usfän. A1-IIäfi (Ibn Hajar) said that" Tu.fat Al-A wadhi. 
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'Asr, he called for a cup of water and 
drank it while the people were 
looking at him. Some of them broke 
the fast while some of them 
continued their fasting. It was 
conveyed to him that people were still 
fasting, so he said: 'Those are the 
disobedient." (Sahih) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from Ka'b bin 'Asim, Ibn 
'Abbãs, and AbU Hurairah. AbU 
'Elsa said: The Hadtth of Jãbir is a 
Hasan Sahih Hadith. It has been 
reported that the Prophet 	said: 
"It is not from righteousness to fast 
while traveling." 
The people of knowledge disagree 

over fasting while traveling. Some 
of the people of knowledge, among 
the Companions of the Prophet 
and others, held the view that 
breaking the fast is more virtuous. 
Some of them even thought that 
one has to repeat it if he fasted 
while traveling. Almad and Isaq 
preferred breaking the fast when 
traveling. Some of the people of 
knowledge, among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	and others, said 
that if one has the strength and he 
fasts then that is good, and this is 
more virtuous, and if he breaks the 
fast then that is good. And this is 
the view of Sufyan Ath-Thawri, 
Malik bin Anas, and 'Abdullth bin 
Al-Mubarak. Ash-Shafi'i said: "The 
meaning of the saying of the 
Prophet 	: 'It is not from 
righteousness to fast while 
traveling' and his saying - when it 
was conveyed to him that people 
were fasting: 'Those are the 

3 
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;r 
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disobedient.' This refers to the case 
when the person's heart does not 
accept the permission that Allah 
the Most High granted, as for the 
one who thought that breaking the 
fast is allowed, and he fasted while 
he had the strength for that, then 
this is more preferable to me." 

}LU 3L 	) 	l- L 	 :. 

4r\A/r:uJI)i , 

.[rAA/ :UJl 	Li.Jl] 	i, [LU 

Chapter 19. What Has Been 
Related About The Permission 
To Fast While Traveling 

711. 'Aishah narrated that Hamzah 
bin 'Amr Al-Aslami asked the 
Messenger of Allah about fasting 
while traveling, and he fasted 
regularly. So the Messenger of Allah 

said: 'If you wish then fast, and if 
you wish then break (the fast)." 
(Sahih) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from Anas bin Malik, 
AbU Sa'eed, 'Abdullah bin Mas'Ud, 
'Abdullãh bin 'Amr, Abu Ad-
Darda', and Hamzah bin 'Amr Al-
AslamL 
AbU 'Eisa said: The Hadith of 

'Aishah - stating that Hamzah bin 
'Amr Al-Aslami asked the 
Messenger of Allah 4Lt - is a Ijasan 
Sah(h Hadith. 

'fl• : 	AA/t :,)LJI &- 	 o.Lj] 

	

Lil 	 r: 	iJi 
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712. AbU Sa'eed (Al-Khudri) 	:4J 	t. - 
narrated: "We were on a journey 	- 	 - 	-. 	 - 
with the Messenger of Allah  
during the month of Ramadan. No 	

) 
one objected to the fast of the one 	 -, - - 	- 
fasting nor the fast breaking of the 	 ' 	- 	J 

one who broke his fast." (Sahih) 	 J.- 	- 	- - - 
(AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 	- 	 - 	- 

Hasan Sahih.)  

}LU 3L 	 L 

713. AbU Sa'eed Al-Khudri 
narrated: "We were on a journey 
with the Messenger of Allah ç. 
Some of us were fasting and some 
of us broke their fast. The one who 
broke the fast had no objection to 
the one who fasted, and the one 
who fasted had no objection to the 
one who broke his fast. They saw 
that whoever had the strength to 
fast then that was good, and 
whoever was weak, then breaking it 
was better." (Sahlh) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 

Comments: 
The truth is that the current position and circumstance will be taken into 
consideration, if there is a chance of combating and fighting the enemies and 
power is demanded, or the fasting will cause much difficulty and hardship, or 
there is a fear of showing off, or one in state of fasting will be a burden on 
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others, or there is a possibility of turning away from the permission given by 
the Shart'ah, or other people will take his example to follow, it is then better 
not to fast. If observing fast does not involve difficulty and hardship, neither is 
there a risk of harm, or there is a fear of not making it up later, or he has the 
facility and provision of fasting along with his colleagues, in this case fasting is 
better. (see for more details: A1-Mughni: 4/406 to 408) 

Chapter 20. What Has Been 	 ) c- L 	- ('. 	JI) 
Related About The Permission 	 - 	-. 
For The One At War To Break 	 ) .i 
The Fast 
714. Ma'mar bin AbI Uuyaiyah 	 i- :i 	- 
narrated that he asked Ibn Al- 	- 	 - 
Musaiyab about fasting on a  
journey, so he narrated to him that 	 - 	- 	-' 
'Umar bin Al-Khattäb said: "We 	

4t LJ 3J 

fought in two battles along with the 	:J 	) 	Li 
Messenger of Allah 	ç during 	 -. - - 	- - - 
Ramadan; the Day of Badr, and the 	 LI l 

Conquest (of Makkah), so we broke  
our fast during them." (Ia'J) 	 - 	- 
(He said:) There is something on 	- 	-' 	- - 	- 

this topic from ANSa'eed. 	 : 
AbU 'EIsa said: We do not know 	- 	 - 

lie of the Ijadith of 'Umar except from 	-- 	 - 
this route. It has been reported  
from AbU Sa'eed that the Prophet 	- 	- - - -- 	- 	- -. 

ordered the fast to be broken in  

a battle that he participated in, and 
similar to this has been reported  
from 'Umar bin Al-Khaflab, saying 	çj 	Jjk i 	 - 
that he permitted breaking the fast 
when meeting the enemy. And this 	 - 
is the view of some of the people 
of knowledge. 

Comments: 
At the occasion of the conquest of Makkah, as the Prophet was yet at a little 
distance away from Makkah, he 	broke the fast showing all the people; and 
he commanded everybody to break the fast due to the fear of combating the 
enemy, as it is mentioned manifestly in the upcoming chapters on Jihad. 
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Chapter 21. What Has Been 
Related About The Permission For 
The Pregnant And Breast-Feeding 
Women To Break The Fast 

715. Anas bin Malik, a man from 
BanU 'Abdullãh bin Ka'b said: "Some 
calvary men of the Messenger of 
Allah came galloping upon us, so 
I came to the Messenger of Allah 
and found him having a lunch. He 
said: 'Come and eat.' I said: 'I am 
fasting.' So he said: 'Come and I will 
narrate to you about the fast - or 
fasting. Indeed Allah Most High 
lifted (the fast and) half of the Salãt 
from the traveler, and (He lifted) 
the fast - or fasting - from the 
pregnant person, or the sick person.' 
And by Allah! The Prophet 	said 
both of them or one of them. So woe 
to me! For I did not eat from the 
meal of the Prophet a." (Ijasan) 
(He said:) There is something on 

this topic from AbU Umamah. 
Abu 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 

Anas bin Malik Al-Ka'bi is a !-fa -ii 

Hadith. We do not know of 
anything this Anas bin Malik 
narrated from the Prophet 
other than this one Hadith. This is 
acted upon according to some of 
the people of knowledge. Some of 
the people of knowledge say that 
the pregnant and breast-feeding 
persons break the fast, make up for 
it, and feed.t11  This is the view of 
Sufyan, Malik, Ash-Shãfi'I, and 
Alimad. Some of them said: They 

( 

That is, they do not have to fast, but they have to make up that day at a time when the 
condition is not present, and they also have to feed a needy person for each day they missed. 
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break the fast and feed, but they 	- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 
are not required to make it up, and 	 : 

if they wish they can make it up  
and not feed (others). This is the 	- 	 - 
saying of Isbaq. 	 LL 

-' 	'- 	'-  
I 	 (r\/) afJl 	 4Jj J) 

Jl 	 J, 	 V\: 

Comments: 
Imäm Ibn Qudamah writes: If a pregnant or a suckling mother misses the 
fasts due to the fear of harming themselves, they will later make up the 
missed days of fasting. 

Chapter 22. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting On 
Behalf Of The Dead 

716. Ibn 'Abbas narrated: "A 
woman came to the Prophet . and 
said: 'My sister died while she had 
two consecutive months of fasting 
due.' So he said: 'Do you not see 
that if there was a debt due from 
your sister then you would have to 
pay it?' She said: 'Yes.' He said: 
'Then the right of Allah is more 
appropriate." (Sahiaz) 

(He said:) There are narrations on 
this topic from Buraidah, Ibn 
'Umar, and 'Aishah. 
Abü 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Ibn 

'Abbas is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 

A:C 	L:7- 	ii 	L 	Li 

[tO: 	LI ;.i 	Lil L' 
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717. (A Hadith similar to no. 716 
with a different chain.) (Sahih) 

(He said: I heard Muhammad 
saying: "AbU Khälid A1-A1:imar has 
done very well with this Ijadith 
from Al-A'mash"). Muhammad 
said: "Others besides Abü Khãlid 
reported it from Al-A'mash." 
AN 'EIsa said: AbU Mu'awiyah 

and others reported this Ijadith 
from A1-A'mash, from Muslim A]-
Batin, from Sa'eed bin Jubair, from 
Ibn 'Abbas, from the Prophet , 
and they did not mention Salamah 
bin Kuhail in it, nor 'Ata', nor 
Mujähid. (AbU Khalid's name is 
Sulaimän bin Hayyan). 

718. Ibn 'Umar narrated that the 
Prophet 	said: "Whoever died 
while he had a month to fast, then a 
needy person should be fed on his 
behalf in place of every day." (a 'if) 
Abü 'Elsa said: We do not know of 

the Ijadith of Ibn 'Umar except from 
this route. What is Sahih is that it is 
Mawquf from Ibn 'Umar as his 
saying. The people of knowledge 
differ on this (topic). Some of them 
say that one is to fast on behalf of 
the deceased, and it is the view of 
Abmad and Ishaq. They said when 
the deceased person has a fast 
required from a vow then one is to 

VV 

J, - 	_ 5 ) 

y y- : J 	LL.> 	 : J ] 

'- 
LZ :3JU 

3i 

Y,  L) 

L 	L7 

•j, Li 	[] : 
comments: 

The case of fasting on behalf of a deceased is coming under the following 
chapter. 

Chapter 23. (What Has Been 
Related About The Attonement) 
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fast on his behalf, and when he has 
to make up something from 
Ramadan, then one is to feed (a 
needy person) on his behalf. Malik, 
Sufyan, and Ash-Shãfi'i said: "No 
one fasts for anyone." (He said:) 
Ash'ath is Ibn Sawwãr. Muhammad 
is Muhammad bin 'Abdur-Rahmän 
bin AbI Laila. (narrators in the chain 
of this Hadith) 

ts 

"j :iLtJl, 3j IL0 J, 

r) 	 y .L.>.oj 

:-L 	1- 	'.:' 
4LL 	WJ-;t - 1 jjj 	 ,&, ' çL;J 	L>o 	ai j 	j 

	

.'V: 	- 	l 
Comments: 

It is proven very clearly from the Hadith of Ihn 'Abbãs and 'Aishah , 
mentioned in Sahih Muslim (Hadith: 1147-1148) that an heir of a deceased 
person is allowed to fast on his behalf, and the heir actually should do so. 

Chapter 24. What Has Been 
Related About The Fasting 
Person Who Is Overcome By 
Vomiting 
719. AbU Sa'eed Al-Khudri 
narrated that the Messenger of 
Allah 	said: "Three things do not 
break the fast of the fasting person: 
Cupping, vomiting, and the wet 
dream." (Da'iJ) 
Abu 'Elsa said: The Hadfth of AbU 

Sa'eed is not preserved. 'Abdullah 
bin Zaid bin Aslam, 'Abdul-'Aziz 
bin Muhammad and others 
reported this Ijadith from Zaid bin 
Aslam in Mursal form, they did not 
mention "from AbU Sa'eed" in it. 
'Abdur-Rahmãn bin Zaid bin 
Aslam was graded weak in Hadith. 
(He said:) I heard AbU DawUd 

As-Sijzi saying: "I asked Ahmad 

Jl j 	 () 

( 	i'.;J) 	3 	LJ 
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bin Hanbal about 'Abdur-Rahman 
bin Zaid bin Aslam. He said: 'His 
brother is Abdullãh bin Zaid, there 
is no harm in him." He said: I 
heard Muhammad mentioning that 
'All bin 'Abdullah (Al-MadinI) 
said: "'Abdullãh bin Zaid bin 
Aslam is trustworthy, and 'Abdur-
Rahmãn bin Zaid bin Aslam is 
weak." Muhammad said: "And I do 
not report anything from him." 

r l 	j 

:[J] 
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Chapter 25. What Has Been 
Related About One Who 
Vomits Purposely 

720. AbU Hurairah narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "Whoever is 
overcome by vomiting, then he is 
not required to make up (the 
fast), and whoever vomits on 
purpose, then he must make it 
up." (Da'J) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Ad-Dardä', 
Thawbän, and Fadälah bin 'Ubaid. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of AbU 

Hurairah is a Hasan Gharib Hadtth, 
we do not know of it as a narration 
of Hisham, from Ibn Sirin, from Abu 
Hurairah from the Prophet 	- 
except from through the narration 
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of 'EisA bin YunUs. Muhammad 
said: "I do not think that it is 
preserved." 

Abü 'EIsA said: This Hadith has 
been reported through more than 
one route from AbU Hurairah from 
the Prophet , and its chain is not 
correct. It has been reported from 
AbU Ad-DardA', ThawbAn, and 
FadAlah bin 'Ubaid that the 
Prophet 	vomited and, that he 
had broken the fast. This Hadith 
only means that when the Prophet 

was performing a voluntary fast 
and he vomited because of being 
weak, then he broke the fast. This 
is how some of the narrations of 
the Ijadith explain it. The Ijadith 
of AbU Hurairah from the Prophet 

is acted upon according to the 
people of knowledge: when the 
fasting person is overcome by 
vomiting then he does not make it 
up, and when he vomits on purpose 
then he makes it up. This is the 
view of Ash-ShAfi'i, Sufyan Ath-
Thawrl, Almad and IsAq. 

Ii 	 LaJI _.L LaiI 	y1 	 : 
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Comments: 
The Four A 'immah agreed that if vomiting overcomes someone and they 
vomit unintentionally, the fast will not break and he does not have to make it 
up later on; and if he vomits intentionally, the fast will be broken and it will 
be made up later on. (Al-Mughni: 4/368, A1-Majrnü': 6/320) 
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Chapter 26. What Has Been 
Related About The Fasting 
Person Eating Or Drinking 
Forgetfully 

721. AbU Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Whoever eats or drinks forgetfully, 
then he has not broken (the fast), for 
it was only a provision that Allah 
provided for him." (Sahih) 

- ( 
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722. (Another chain) with the 
same or similar (Hadith as no. 
721). (Sahih) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from AbU Sa'eed, and 
Umm Isaq A1-Ghanawiyyah. 
Abu 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Abu 

Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to most 
of the people of knowledge. It is the 
saying of Sufyan Ath-Thawrl, Ash-
Shãfi'i, Ahmad and Isaq. Mãlik bin 
Anas said: "When he eats forgetfully 
during Ramadan, then he has to 
make it up." But the first view is 
more correct. 

U :L 	3Ll 	 -.-i 
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Chapter 27. What Has Been 
Related About Breaking The 
Fast On Purpose 

723. AbU Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Whoever breaks the fast during 
Ramadan without an allowance nor 
an illness, then if he fasted for all 
time, his fasting would not make 
up for it." (Da'J) 
Abü 'EIsa said: The Hadith of Abu-

Hurairah is a narration that we do not 
know of except from this route. I 
heard Muhammad saying: "The 
name of Al-Mutawwis (one of the 
narrators) is Yazid bin Al-Mutawwis, 
and I do not know of any other than 
this Hadith from him." 

L Lt - (v 
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Comments: 
This This Hadith proves that if a person abandons a fast of Ramadan or breaks it 
without any religiously valid excuse, he can then keep fasting his whole life 
but he cannot achieve the reward and virtuousness of the missed fast of 
Ramadan; his sin and offence will not be forgiven by just making it up without 
sincere repentance. 

Chapter 28. What Has Been 
Related About The Atonement 
For Breaking The Fast During 
Ramadãn. 

724. AbU Hurairah narrated that a 
man came and said: "0 Messenger 
of Allah; I am ruined!" He said: 
"What has ruined you?" He said: 
"I had sexual relations with my 
wife during Ramadan." He said: 

L 

L 	- ( A 

(A -.-fl) 
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"Are you able to free a slave?" He 
said, "No." He said: "Then are you 
able to fast for two consecutive 
months?" He said, "No." He said: 
"Then are you able to feed sixty 
needy people?" He said, "No." He 
said: "Sit." So he sat. A big basket 
full of dates was brought to the 
Prophet , and he said: "Give it in 
charity." So he said: "There is no 
one needier than us between its 
two mountains."1' So the Prophet 

ç laughed until his pre-molar 
teeth appeared, and he said: "Then 
take it to feed your family." 
(Sahih) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from Ibn 'Umar, 'Aishah, 
and 'Abdullãh bin 'Amr. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Abu 

Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This Hadith is acted upon 
according to the people of 
knowledge regarding one who 
breaks his fast on purpose during 
Ramadan by sexual intercourse. As 
for one who breaks his fast on 
purpose by eating or drinking, then 
the people of knowledge differed 
over that. Some of them said that 
he has to make it up and atone for 
it. They likened eating and drinking 
to sexual intercourse in this regard. 
This is the saying of Sufyan Ath-
Thawrl, Ibn Al-Mubarak, and 
Ishaq. Some of them said: He has 
to make it up, but there is no 
atonement required of him, 
because atonement was only 

Ill Meaning, A1-Madinah. 
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mentioned from the Prophet 	in 
the case of sexual intercourse, it 	 J 	: ) J 

was not mentioned by him for 	3, .j, jW 
eating and drinking. And they say 	 * 
that the eating and drinking is not 	ifl 	*yU iAi 	J : 

like sexual intercourse. This is the 	3j,- iuii 	JJtU O.L-;-)) : - 
saying of Ash-Shãfi'i and Almad. 
Ash-Shãfi'i said: "The saying of the 	)- k.J1 3. 31  J 
Prophet 	to the man who had 
broken his fast and who he had  
told to give the charity: 'Take it to 	 Jt 	.. 
feed your family' carries this 
meaning; it implies that the 	i L J - - 
atonement is required from the  
one who is capable of it. This man 
was not capable of the atonement,  
so when the Prophet 	gave him 	 ji j is i iWi 
something and he possessed it, 	- 	- 
then the man said: 'There is no one LLSJjj 
that is more in need of it than us.' 	 - 
So the Prophet i4 said: 'Take it to 
feed your family.' Because the 
atonement can only take place 
after he has some surplus from his 
provisions."Ash-Shafi'I preferred 
that whoever has a case similar to 
this, then he is to eat from it and 
the atonement will be a debt upon 
him, so whenever he is able to 
make the atonement, he should 
make it. 

: 	3L 
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Comments: 
If a person has sexual intercourse with his wife while he was in state of fasting 
in the month of Ramadan, he will have to carry out the expiation according to 
the Four A 'immah and the majority, of the scholars. He will have to make up 
this fast according to the majority jurists, this is the right opinion. 
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Chapter 29. What Has Been 
Related About The Siwãk For 
The Fasting Person 

725. 'Abdullãh bin 'Amir bin 
Rabi'ah narrated from his father 
who said: "I saw the Prophet 	- 
(a number of times) such that I was 
not able to count - using the Siwak 
while he was fasting." (Da'iJ) 

He said: There is something on 
this topic from 'Aishah. 

AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 
'Amir bin Rabi'ah is a Hasan 
Hadith. This is acted upon 
according to the people of 
knowledge. They did not see any 
harm in the Siwak for the fasting 
person, except that some of the 
people of knowledge considered it 
disliked for the fasting person to 
use fresh wood, and they 
considered it disliked to use the 
Siwak at the end of the day. Ash- 
Shafi'i did not see any harm in 
using the Siwãk in the beginning or 
the end of the day. Ahmad and 
Ishaq disliked using the Siwak at 
the end of the day. 

. 	
y 4lcj l;i- +':- 	--" 	 - 
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Comments: 
Imãm Sufyãn Ath-Thawri, Al-Awzä'i and AbU Hanifah are of the view that a 
fasting person may use any type of Siwak / tooth-stick / toothbrush during any 
part of the day. 'All, Ibn 'Umar, 'Urwah and Mujähid also hold the same 
opinion and this is the correct one. 
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Chapter 30. What Has Been 
Related About Kuhl For The 
Fasting Person 

726. Anas bin Malik narrated that 
a man came to the Prophet 	and 
said: "My eyes are bothering me, 
can I use Kuhl while I am fasting?" 
He said: "Yes." (Da'iJ) 
(He said:) There is something on 

this topic from AbU Rãfi'. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The chain for the 

Hadith of Anas is not strong, and there 
is nothing authentic from the Prophet 

about this topic. AbU 'Atikah 
(one of the narrators) was graded 
weak. 
The people of knowledge differ 

over the fasting person using Kuhl; 
some of them disliked it, this is the 
view of Sufyan, Ibn A1-Mubãrak, 
Ahmad, and Isliaq. Some of the 
people of knowledge allowed Kuhl 
for the fasting nerson and this is 
the view of Ash-Shãfi'i. 

•[çiL,.J:JU 

Chapter 31. What Has Been 
Related About Kissing For The 
Fasting Person. 

727. 'Aishah narrated: "The 
Prophet 4I would kiss during the 
month of fasting." (Sahih) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from 'Umar bin Al-
Khattãb, Hafsah, AbU Weed, 
Umm Salamah, Ibn 'Abbas, Anas, 
and AbU Hurairah. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 

'Aishah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
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The people of knowledge, among 
the Companions of the Prophet , 
and others, differ over kissing for 
the fasting person. Some of the 
Companions of the Prophet 
permitted kissing for the elder man 
but they did not permit it for the 
young, fearing that his fast would 
not be safe from it. Fondling is 
worse according to them, some of 
the people of knowledge said that 
kissing ruins the reward, but it does 
not break the fast. They held the 
view that if the fasting person can 
control himself then he can kiss, 
and when he does not think that he 
can control himself then he should 
avoid kissing for the safety of his 
fast. This is the saying of Sufyan 
Ath-Thawri and Ash-Shãfi'i. 

L La 3l 
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.[AV: 	Y ll 
Comments: 

The truth is whether one is young or old and the fasting is obligatory or 
voluntary, if a person has control over his sexual desire and emotion, then 
kissing and body contact is allowed; if there is a risk of losing control over 
sexual desire it is then impermissible. 

Chapter 32. What Has Been 
Related About Embracingt1  
For The Fasting Person 

728. 'Aishah narrated: "The 

- (r 	iI) 

(r ifl) 

:1t -VA 

Fondling is more general than kissing. It is said that it is for a man to touch his wife 
without touching her private area, and, it is said that it means kissing, along with 
touching with the hand. ('All) Al-Qarl said that. Tuhfat Al-A hwadhL 
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Messenger of Allah 	would 
fondle me while he was fasting, and 
he had the most control among you 	 31$ :iJ1 
of his limbs (ii irbihi)." (Sahih) 

j LJ 
1~61 J 'Jy 	y 	y.  

729. 'Aishah narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah ç would kiss 
and fondle while he was fasting, 
and he had the most control among 
you of his limbs." (aziz) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. AbU Maisarah's name 
is 'Amr bin ShurahIl, and the 
meaning of (Al-Irbihi) "his limbs" is 
himself.1 

1$ :iJi Lc. 
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Comments: 
Here it means merely the body contact, not the performance of sexual 
intercourse. 

Chapter 33. What Has Been 
Related About: There Is No 
Fast For The One Who Did 
Not Determine It During The 
(Preceding) Night 
730. Hafsah narrated that the 
Prophet jW said: "Whoever did not 
decide to fast before Fajr then 
there is no fast for him." (Da'iJ) 
AbU 'Eisa said: We do not know 

of the Hadith of Hafsah to be 
Marfu' except from this route. It 
has been reported from Nafi', from 

t—(rrJl) 

11] It may also be read: Al-Arabihi which would mean "his desires". Al-Mubarakpuri said 
that Al-Arabihi is the more popular way of reading it. It was translated in accordance 
with the way it appears in this publication. 
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Ibn 'Umar as his saying, and this is 
more correct. (Similarly, this 
Hadith was reported from Az-Zuhri 
in Mawquf form, and we do not 
know of anyone who narrated it in 
Marfu' form except for Yahya bin 
AyyUb.) According to some of the 
people of knowledge, this only 
means that there is no fast for the 
one who does not decide to do so 
before Fajr begins during 
Ramadan, or when making up for 
Rmadãn, or when fasting to 
expiate a vow; when he did not 
intend it during the night, then it 
will not be accepted from him. As 
for voluntary fasting, then it is 
permissible for him to intend to do 
it after the morning begins. This is 
the view of Ash-Shäfi'i, Abmad, 
and Ishaq. 

.-,;LL Oj 	Yru YrrA: 	L—JlL--i 

Comments: 
It is agreed that the intention is necessary whether the fast is obligatory or 
voluntary because it is an act of worship. 

Chapter 34. What Has Been 
R"lated About Breaking The 
Voluntary Fast 

731. Umm Hãni' narrated: "I was 
sitting with the Prophet jW, when 
some drink was brought, so he 
drank from it, then he offered it to 
me and I drank from it. Then I 
said: 'I have indeed sinned, so seek 
forgiveness for me.' He said: 'What 
is that?' I said: 'I was fasting, then I 
broke the fast.' He said: 'Were you 
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performing a fast that you had to 
make up?' I said: 'No.' He said: 
'Then it is no harm for you." 
(Da 'if) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from Abü Sa'eed and 
'Aishah. 

:[J] 
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Comments: 	 - 
The majority said that making up a voluntary broken fast is not compulsory, 
whereas according to the Ainaf it is compulsory to make a voluntary fast 
whether it is broken due to a valid excuse or without an excuse. The truth is 
that making it up is not compulsory but doing so is better. 

732. Simãk bin Harb narrated: "A 
person from the offspring of Umm 
Hãni' narrated to me - I met one 
of the most virtuous among them, 
and his name was Ja'dah, and 
Umm Hãni' was his grandmother - 
he narrated to me from his 
grandmother that the Messenger of 
Allah 	entered upon her and 
asked for some drink, and he 
drank. Then he offered it to her 
and she drank it. Then she said: "0 
Messenger of Allah! I was fasting." 
So the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"The one fasting a voluntary fast is 
the trustee for himself; if he wishes 
he fasts, and if he wishes he 
breaks." Shu'bah (one of the 
narrators) said: "I said to him 
(Ja'dah): 11  'Did you hear this 
from Umm Häni'?' He said: 'No 

Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi. 
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AbU Slil:i and our family informed 
us of it from Umm Hãni'." (DaJ) 
Irlammad bin Salamah reported 

this Hadith from Simãk [bin Harb] 
and he said: "From Hãrun the son 
of the daughter of Umm Hãni', 
from Umm Hãni'." And the 
narration of Shu'bah is better. This 
is how it was narrated to us by 
MahmUd bin Ghailãn, from AbU 
Dãwüd, he said: "The trustee for 
himself", while others besides 
Mahmüd narrated it from AbU 
Dãwüd that he said: "in charge of 
himself - or the trustee for 
himself' with doubt. Similarly it 
was reported from others, from 
Shu'bah: "In charge of himself - or 
the trustee for himself' with doubt 
(He said: There is disparagement 

regarding the chain for the 1Iadith 
of Umm Hani', while it is acted 
upon according to some of the 
people of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet and 
others: When the one performing a 
voluntary fast breaks his fast, then 
he is not required to make it up 
unless it was (a fast) that he was 
required to make up. This is the 
view of Sufyan Ath-Thawri, 
Ahmad, Isaq and Ash-Shafi'i.) 

L 	 VUA: 	rr/i:.,-  
)I 	 i 1A: 	JW 	i 

Chapter 35. Performing A 
Voluntary Fast Without 
Planning It The Night Before 

733. 'Aishah, the Mother of the 
Believers, narrated: "The Messenger 

: 	rt 	t] - ( o 

(ro 3.ii) 
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of Allah i  visited me one day and 	 - 	
- "- 

said: Do you have anything (to 	 -- 	- 
eat)?" She said: "I said: 'No.' He 	j,. 
said: 'Then I am fasting." (ahih) 	 - 	- 	- - 	- 

Jij) JJ J JI 	 L 	LJI 

oL1 

734. 'Aishah, the Mother of the 
Believers, narrated: "The Messenger 
of Allah came to me saying, 'Do 
you have anything for breakfast?' I 
said: 'No.' Then he said: 'I am 
fasting." She said: "One day he 
came to me and I said: '0 
Messenger of Allah; I have received 
a gift for us.' He said: "What is it?" 
She said: "I said: 'Hais' 111  He said: 'I 
began the day fasting" She said: 
"Then he ate." (Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan.  

:J,Z 	'1 :J,i (L 4kI& :J 
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Comments: 
The 'Majority' said that the intention for a voluntary fast can be determined 
until before the sun passes the meridian, and according to Imam Ahmad the 
intention may be determined even after the sun has passed the meridian, said 
Imãm Ibn Qudãmah. 

Chapter 36. What Has Been 	 t.a U.  (rt 
Reported About: The Obligation 
On Him To Make Up 

735. 'Aishah narrated: "Hafsah 
and I were both fasting when we 
were presented some food that we 
really wanted, so we ate from it. 
The Messenger of Allah 	came, 

A dish made of cooking-butter, dried dates, and cheese. 
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and Hafsah beat me to him - she 
was the daughter of her father 1  - 
and she said: '0 Messenger of 
Allah! We were both fasting when 
we were presented with some food 
that we wanted, so we ate from it.' 
He said: 'Make up another day in 
its place." (Da'iJ) 
AN 'EIsa said: Salib bin AN Al-

Akhdar and Muhammad bin AN 
Hafsah (also) narrated this Hadith 
from Az-ZuhrI, from 'Urwah, from 
'Aishah. While Malik bin Anas, 
Ma'mar, 'Ubaidullah bin 'Umar, 
Ziyad bin Sa'd and others among 
the Huffaz reported it from Az-
Zuhri, from 'Aishah, in Mursal 
form; they did not mention "from 
'Urwarh" in it. This is more correct 
because it has been reported from 
Ibn Juraij that he said: "I asked 
Az-Zuhri: 'Did 'Urwah narrate this 
to you from 'Aishah?' He said: 'I 
did not hear anything from 'Urwah 
about this. Rather, during the 
Khilafah of Sulaiman bin 'Abdul-
Malik I heard from some people, 
from someone who asked 'Aishah 
about this Hadith." 
This was narrated to us (with his 

chain) from Ibn Juraij, and he 
mentioned the Hadith. 
Some of the people of knowledge 

among the Companions of the 
Prophet 	and others followed 
this Hadith, seeing that one has to 
make up a fast when it is broken, 
and this is the view of Malik bin 
Anas. 

Meaning, they raced to meet the Prophet 91, but she was quicker than 'Aishah, may 
Allah be pleased with them. 
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Comments: 
Most A 'immah graded this Hadith as Weak, but the Ahnaf and Shafi'i accept 
Mursal narrations as proof if the chain is authentic up to the person who 
made the Irsal. So in their opinion making it up is compulsory, but it is proven 
through a collective and analytic study of the Ahãdith that making it up is not 
compulsory, it is rather better. 

Chapter 37. What Has Been 
Related About Connecting 
Fasts Of Sha'bãn To Ramadãn 

-(rviI) 

(rY 	) 

736. Umm Salamah narrated: "I 	 :C ti1. - YrI 
did not see the Prophet 	fasting - 	 - 	 - 	 - 

two consecutive months except for (V 

Sha'bän and Ramadan." (Sahih) ) 	) 
There is something on this topic 

Jt 	:LWi 'Aishah. from J 

AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 'i 
Umm Salamah is a Hasan Hadith. - 	 - - - 	 - 

This Hadith has also been reported c 	 ':—' 

from AbU Salamah, from 'Aishah, j 	! 	3 
that she said: "I did not see the - - 	 - - 	 - 

Prophet 	fasting more in any 
month than he did during Sha'ban. 

- 

- 	- 	 -. 	 - 

1LJ)J He would fast (all) but a little of it,  
rather, he would fast all of it." L3 Lo : ZL 
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737. (Another chain, aHadith similar : 	iu 	- v'rv 

to no. 736) for that, from 'Aishah, - 	 - 	-- 	- - 

from the Prophet 	. (Ijasan)  

Salim Abu An-Nadr and others, 
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narrated this Hadith from Abü 
Salamah, from 'Aishah, and it is 
similar to the narration of 
Muhammad bin 'Amr. (a narrator 
in the chain of this Hadith) It has 
been reported that Ibn A1-Mubãrak 
said about this Hadith: "It is 
allowed in the language of the 
'Arabs, that when one fasts most of 
the month, it is said that he fasted 
all of it. It is said: 'So-and-so stood 
the whole night in prayer' while 
perhaps he ate or involved himself 
with some other matter." It is as if 
Ibn Al-Mubãrak saw that both of 
the Atiadith were in agreement, 
saying that the meaning of this 
Hadith is only that he fasted most 
of the month. 

JL 	L 
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Comments: 
The Prophet 	explained that the wisdom of fasting frequently in Sha'ban is 
that people are neglectful of the good and blessing of it, while it is such a 
month during which the deeds of the whole year are presented to Allah; 
therefore I wish that my deeds are presented while I am fasting. 

Chapter 38. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Fast During The 
Second Half of Sha'bãn For 
The Sake Of Ramadãn. 

- (rA 	J) 
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738. AbU Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"When a half of Sha'bän remains 
then do not fast." (Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Abu 

Hurairah is a Ijasan Sahih 1-ladith, 
and, we do not know of it except 
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from this route, with this wording. 
According to some of the people of 
knowledge, this Ijadith refers to the 
case of a man who is not fasting, and 
when part of the month of Sha'bãn 
remains, he starts fasting for the 
sake of the month of Ramadan.There 
is something that is reported from 
AbU Hurairah, from the Prophet 
that is similar to this saying: where 
he 	said: "Do not precede the 
month of Ramadan by fasting, 
unless that fast falls on a day that 
one of you would have (normally) 
fasted." 
In this Ijadith there is proof that it 

is only disliked for the one who 
fasts purposefully for the sake of 
Ramadan. 

rrv: 	±I 	IJ 	:L  
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Comments: 
There is no harm if a person has been fasting since the beginning of the 
month, or it is a fast of making up and fulfilling a vow, or this coincides with 
his regular fast which he observes every month generally. 

Chapter 39. What Has Been 
Related About The Middle 
Night Of Sha'bãn 

739. 'Aishah narrated: "I could not 
find the Messenger of Allah one 
night. So I left and found him at 
Al-Baqr." He said: 'Did you fear 
you had been wronged by Allah 
and His Messenger?' I said: '0 
Messenger of Allah! I thought that 
you had gone to one of your wives.' 

ii 	 t.c - (rs ç 4ii) 

(rs 	 I 

[1] A place on the outskirts of Al-Madinah that is known for its graveyard. 
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So he said: 'Indeed Allah, Mighty 
and Sublime is He, descends to the 
lowest Heavens during the night of 
the middle of Sha'ban, to grant 
forgiveness to more than the 
number of hairs on the sheep of 
(Banü) Kalb." (Da'iJ) 
There is something on this topic 

from Abü Bakr A-Siddiq. 
Abu 'Elsa said: We do not know of 

the Ijadith of 'Aishah except by this 
route, from the narration of Al-
Hajjaj, and I heard Muhammad 
saying that this Ijadith is weak. He 
said: "Yabya bin AN Kathir did not 
hear from 'Urwah." Muhamamd 
said: "A1-Hajjãj did not hear from 
Yaliya bin AbI Kathlr." 

I JJ 	-t 	L  
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Comments: 
Imãm Suyuti, AbU Tãlib Makkl, Imam Ghazãll and Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jllãni 
quoted many weak and denounced narrations in favor of the virtue of the 
fifteenth night of Sha'ban, and all these narrations are baseless. (Ma 'anf As-
Sunan: 5/319). BanU Kalb was an Arab tribe, who owned more goats than all 
the Arab tribes. 

Chapter 40. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting For Al-
Muharram 

740. Abu Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"The most virtuous fasting after the 
month of Ramadãn is Allah's 
month Al-Muharram." (Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of AN 

Hurairah is a Hasan Hadith. 

41 
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741. An-Nu'man bin Sa'd narrated: 	:3 ).- 	t. - 
"A man asked 'All: 'Which month  
do you order me to fast after the 	 . 

month of RamadAn?' He said to  
him, 'I have not heard anyone ask 	- 	 -; - - - - 
about this except for a man whom I  

heard asking the Messenger of Allah  
while I was sitting with him. He 	- 	- - 	 - 

said: "0 Messenger of Allah! Which 	JL J L4  
month do you order me to fast after 	- 	- 	- 	 - 

-  
the month of Ramadan? He said: 	- 	- 	- - - 	-' - - 
"If you will fast after the month of 	 4 L Li I 
Ramadãn, then fast Al-Muharram 	- - 	- - - 	 - - 
for indeed it is Allah's month in 	 L* 	 3i :Ji 
which there is a day that Allah  
accepted the repentance of a 	 -- 	- 	- - - 
people, and in which He accepts the 	 ii 	L5 

repentance of other people." (DaJ) 	 : 	3 
AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Gharib. 

L3 6— 1 ;). 	 vr: 	 aL] 

Comments: 
The attribution of Muharram to Allah is to express its nobility, virtuousness 
and significance and it is one of the four inviolable months, it is the first 
month of the lunar calendar. On the 101h  [the day of 'AshUrã] of this month 
Allah delivered the children of Israel from the oppression of Pharaoh while 
destroying Pharaoh and his army. So the Prophet would fast on the day of 
'Ashura and would also urge others to do so, and later he encouraged fasting 
the 9' along with the 10th  when doing so. 

Chapter 41. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting On 
Friday 
742. 'Abdullãh narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah I9 would fast 
during the beginning of every 

r-- , 	Lit - ( 
- 	( . 
L :j 	 - 
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month for three days, and Friday 
was the least of days that he did 
not fast." (Hasan) 
(He said:) There are narrrations 

on this topic from Ibn 'Umar, and 
AbU Hurairah. AbU 'Elsa said: The 
Hadith of 'Abdullãh is a Hasan 
Gharib Hadith. There are those 
among the people of knowledge 
who considered it recommended to 
fast on Friday, and that it is only 
disliked to fast Friday when one 
does not fast a day before it or 
after it. 
He said: Shu'bah reported this 

Ijadith from 'Asim, and he did not 
report it in Marfu' form. 

* 11V:(3L..,.-) 3L- 	, 	 3L 	. 
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Chapter 42. What Has Been 
Related About It Being Disliked 
To Fast On Friday Alone 

LAI L- 	- w _) 
743. Abu Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"None of you should fast on Friday 
unless he fasts before it, or he fasts 
after it." (Sahih) 

(He said:) There are narrations on 
this topic from 'All, Jãbir, Junãdah 
Al-Azdi, Juwairiyah, Anas, and 
'Abdullah bin 'Anir. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of AbU 

Hurairah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 
This is acted upon according to the 
people of knowledge, they consider 
it disliked for a man to single out 
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Friday with fasting by not fasting 
before it nor after it. This is the 
view of Ahmad and Isaq. 
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Chapter 43. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting on 
Saturday 

744. 'Abdullãh bin Busr narrated 
from his sister that the Messenger 
of Allah said: "Do not fast on 
Saturday except for what has been 
made obligatory upon you (by 
Allah). If one of you does not find 
but a grape peal or a tree's twig, 
then let him chew it." (Hasan) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Ijasan. The dislike here applies to 
when a man distinguishes Saturday 
by fasting it, because the Jews 
revere Saturday. 

1;  

(r Zi) ;4Jl 
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Comments: 
To maintain the uniqueness and distinction of Islam, imitating non-Muslims is 
prohibited, because the Jews respect Saturday and regard it holy, so to single 
out just Saturday for fasting is to imitate them. 
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Chapter 44. What Has Been  
Related About Fasting On 
Monday And Thursday ( 	iJ) 	OO.OEJI3 

745. 'Aishah narrated: "The Prophet  
used to try to fast on Mondays  

and Thursdays." (Sazih) 9 L 	 : 

(He said:) There are narrations on . 
this topic from Hafsah 	Abü - 	- 	- 	 - 

L)~ 	:iiti 	ã. Qatadah, (AbU Hurairah), and 
Usämah bin Zaid. 
Abü 'Elsa said: The Hadith of - 	-- 	 - 	 - 	 - 	- 

O 	JJ ~j I 	{:JUII 'Aishah is a Hasan Gharib Hadith 
from 	is h 	route.  0 

• ., 	 JJ] 

* 
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746. 'Aishah 	narrated: 	"The i- 	 ti1. - vt 
Messenger of Allah 	would fast -. 	- - 	 - 	 - 

: 	 i 	i- Saturdays, Sundays and Mondays 
in one month, 	and Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays in the - 	 - 	 - - 

: y J next month." (Da'iJ) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is !i 

Hasan. 'Abdur-Rahman bin MahdI - 	 - 	 - - - 	 - 

narrated this Hadith from Sufyan, i 
and he did not narrate it in Marfu'  
form. 

t . 

• i 
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747. AbU Hurairah narrated that i- 	: 	LL 	t.ü. 	- 	V tV 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
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"The deeds are presented on 	 -, 
Monday and Thursday, so I love 	? -' 
that my deeds be presented while I 	:i)) 
am fasting." (Hasan)  
AbU'EIsã said: The HadithofAbU  

Hurairah on this topic is a Ijasan 
Gha rib Hadith. 	 - 	- 

- 	- 	- 	-o  

	

- 	Lu 

Comments: 
This Hadith proves that the Prophet . would fast particularly on Monday 
and Thursday because the deeds of the people are presented to Allah on 
these two days and he liked to be fasting the day on which the deeds are 
presented to Allah. 

Chapter 45. What Has Been 	 ) . t. L L - (a 
Related About Fasting On 	- 	 - 	, 
Wednesday And Thursday 	 -') r'J ¶tfl 

748. 'Ubaidullâh (bin Muslim) Al-
QurashI narrated from his father 
who said: "I asked - or; the Prophet 
j was asked - about fasting daily. 

So he said: 'Your family has a right 
over you.' Then he said: 'Fast 
Ramadan and that which is after it, 
and, every Wednesday and 
Thursday. If you do that, then you 
will have fasted daily, as well as 
broken (the fast)." (Da'ij) 
There is something on this topic 

from 'Aishah. 
Abu 'EIsa said: The Hadith of 

Muslim Al-Qurashi is a Gharib 
Hadith. Some of them narrated it 
from Harun bin Salman, from 
Muslim bin 'Ubaidullah, from his 
father. 
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ir  

Comments: 

	

The Messenger of Allah 	did not follow a strict regular habit for voluntary 
fasts, so the various routines of the Prophet are reported regarding this issue. 
Imãm At-Tirmidhi would mention the details of the voluntary fasts in the 
following chapters. With regards to fasting perpetually the whole year, a 
chapter is coming. 

Chapter 46. What Has Been 
Related About The Virtue of 
Fasting on the Day of 'Arafah 

749. AbU Qatadah narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "Fast the Day 
of 'Arafah, for indeed I anticipate 
that Allah will forgive (the sins) of 
the year after it, and the year 
before it." (DaJ) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from Abü Sa'eed. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of AM 

Qatadah is a Hasan Hadith. The 
people of knowledge consider 
fasting recommended on the Day of 
Arafah, except while (the pilgrim) is 
at 'Arafat. 

6. U U - ( 

r 1  
(1 
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Comments: 
It is proven from this Hadith that fasting on the Day of 'Arafah (91h  of Dhul-
IIijjah) purifies a person from the mistakes and evil deeds of a year preceding 
and a year following it. 
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Chapter 47. What Has Been LAI- 	 - (y 
Related About It Being -* - - - 	-, 
Disliked To Fast The Day Of (v 	J) i 	iJ  
'Arafah While At 'Arafat - 	- 	- 
750. Ibn 'Abbas narrated: "The 1- 	: s 	) 	L- 	Lb.- 	- VO 

Prophet 	broke 	(the 	fast) 	at  
Arafah, Umm Fadl sent him some - 	-' 
milk to drink." (Sahih) 
There are narrations on this topic - 	- 	-- 	- 	- 

'Umar, from AbU Hurairah, Ibn '? 
and UmmAl-Fadi. 
AbU 'EIsa said: The Hadith of Ibn - 	 - 

'Abbas is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. It -. 
has been reported that Ibn 'Umar  

Prophet 	, and he did not fast it - 
said: "I performed Ijajj with the  

that is, on the Day of 'Arafah - and - 
with AbU Bakr, and he did not fast - - - 
it, and with 'Umar, and he did not i 	'-- 	 - 
fast it, (and with 'Uthmãn, and he -- 
did not fast it)." - . 	. 	- 
This is acted upon according to most ç' 	J- 	} 

of the people of knowledge 	they ' 	- --------- 	- . - 
consider it recommended to break -- 	 - - 
one's fast at 'Arafat so that one will J 	 U 	tJ LIU 
have the strength to supplicate. Some - 	- 	 - - 	- - 
of the people of knowledge fasted at 

4 

'Arafat on the Day of 'Arafah. 
• / :.,-i 	'JJ 	oL4] 
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Comments: 
Fasting on the Day of 'Arafah is not allowed for the pilgrims due to making 
this day easy, flexible and more beneficial. 

751. Ibn Abi Naji 	narrated from i- 	tii1. - vo 
his father who said: "Ibn 'Umar - 	 - - 
was asked about fasting (the Day : 	U 

of) 'Arafah (at 'Arafat). He said: 'I 
performed 1-Iajj with the Prophet - - - - 	 - 	- 

, and he did not fast it, and with  
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AbU Bakr, and he did not fast it, 
and with 'Umar, and he did not 
fast it, and with 'Uthmãn, and he 
did not fast it. I do not fast it, nor 
order it nor forbid it." (Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan, AbU Najili's  name is Yasar, 
and he heard from Ibn 'Umar, and 
this -Iadith was also reported from 
Ibn Najih from his father, from a 
man, from Ibn 'Umar. 

:J 

L4 
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Comments: 
Ibn 'Umar meant that the example and practice of the Messenger of Allah 
and the caliphs was not to fast the Day of 'Arafah in the valley of 'Arafat. 

Chapter 48. What Has Been 
Related About The 
Encouragement To Fast The 
Day Of 'Ashürã'111  

752. Abu Qatadah narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "Fast the Day 
of 'Ashürã', for indeed I anticipt 
that Allah will forgive (the sins of) 
the year before it." (Sahih) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from 'All, Muhammad bin Saifl, 
Salamah bin Al-Akwa', Hind bin 
Asmã', Ibn 'Abbas, Ar-Rubayyl' 
bint Mu'awwidh bin 'Afrt', 'Abdur-
Rahman bin Salamah Al-Khuza'l 
from his uncle, and 'Abdullãh bin 
Az-Zubair - they mentioned that 
the Prophet ç encouraged fasting 
the Day of 'Ashürã'. 

6. t. 	L - 

(A) r 

That is is the ninth or tenth of Al-Muharram, or, both days, and it is discussed below. 
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Abü 'EIsa said: We do not know 
of any narration in which he said 
that fasting the Day of 'Ashürã' 
expiates (the sins of) a year, except 
for the narration of AbU Qatadah, 
and the Hadith of AbU Qatadah is 
followed by Almad and Isaq. 

• 4 	L5 
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Comments: 
1. What is most virtuous is to fast on the 9th 10th and 1 1th  of A]-Muharram. 
2. Secondly, to fast on 91h  and 10th  or 10th  and 111h 

3. The last and lowest degree is to fast just on the 10th;  and the meaning of its 
being expiation for the sins has been mentioned under the chapter 'Fasting on 
the Day of 'Arafah 

Chapter 49. What Has Been 	 t. 44 t — (S 
Related About the Permission To 	- - 	- - 	- 	. 
Not Fast The Day Of shard' 	 J' 

	

( 	Jt) 
753. 'Aishah narrated: "'shüra' 
was a day that the Quraish used to 
fast during Jahiliyyah, and the 
Messenger of Allah ; used to fast 
it. When he arrived in Al-Madinah 
he fasted it, and he ordered the 
people to fast it. But when (the fast 
of) Ramadan became obligatory, the 
Ramadan was the required and 
'Ashura' was left. So whoever 
wanted to, he fasted it, and whoever 
wanted to, he left it." (Sahih) 
There are narrations on this topic from 

Ibn Mas'Ud, Qais bin Sa'd, Jäbir bin 
Samurah, Ibn 'Umar, and Mu'awiyah. 

3L a 	— yor 
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Abci 'EIsa said: The Hadith of 
'Aishah is acted upon according to 
the people of knowledge, and it is a 
Saziz Hadtth. They do not consider 
fasting the Day of 'Ashüra' 
required except for the one who 
desires to fast it due to the virtues 
that have been mentioned about it. 

L5 i :jU 
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Chapter 50. What Has Been 
Related About Which Day 
'Ashürã' Is 

754. A1-Iakam bin Al-A'rfaj said: 
"I met up with Ibn 'Abbas while he 
was reclining on his Rida' at the 
Zamzam (well). So I said: 'Inform 
me about the Day of 'Ashürã', on 
which day is it fasted?' He said: 
'When you see the crescent of Al-
Muharram, then count, then fast 
on the morning of the ninth day." 
He said: 'I said: Is this how 
Muhammad 	fasted it?' He said: 
'Yes." (Sahih) 

rr: 'jj 	 r L 

755. Ibn 'Abbas narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	ordered 
fasting the tenth day for the Day of 
Ashürã'." (Da-y) 
AbU 'EIsa said: The Hadith of Ibn 

'Abbas is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. The 
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people of knowledge differ over the 
Day of 'Ashürã', some of them said it 
is the ninth day, some of them said it 
is the tenth day. It has been reported 
that Ibn 'Abbãs said: "Fast the ninth 
and the tenth, and differ from the 
Jews." 
Ash-Shãfi'i, Abmad  and  Istiaq 

followed this Hadith. 

...,.J, r' • 	.' S\  

Comments: 
This Ijadith gives two possible meanings: 

1. Next year we shall fast the 91h  of Muharram instead 10th 
2. We shall fast 10th  of Muharram along with the 91h  of Muharram as well in the 

following year in order to make a distinction and difference between our 
practice and that of Jews and the resemblance will get eliminated. The second 
meaning gets precedence due to a narration of Musnad A1mad. 

Chapter 51. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting The Ten 
(Days Of Dhul-Hijjah) 

756. 'Aishah narrated: "I did not 
see the Prophet ii  fasting at all 
during the ten." (aziz) 

Abu 'EIsa said: This is how it was 
reported by more than one from 
Al-A'mash, from IbrãhIm, from Al-
Aswãd, from 'Aishah. Ath-Thawri 
and others narrated this Hadith 
from MansUr, from Ibrahim: "That 
the Prophet 	was not seen fasting 
during the ten." AbU Al-Aliwa 
reported it from MansUr, from 
Ibrahim, from 'Aishah, and he did 
not mention Al-Aswãd in it. So 
they disagree with MansUr in this 

U Lt; - (o 
o 
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Hadith, and the narration of Al-
A'mash is more correct and has a 
more connected chain. 
He said: I heard AbU Bakr 

Muhammad bin Abãn saying: "I 
heard Waki' saying: 'Al-A'mash has 
preserved the chain of Ibrahim 
better than MansUr." 
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Comments: 
'Ashr means first ten days of Dhul-Hijjah, but fasting can be observed for the 
first nine days only, it is impermissible to fast on the 10th  of Dhul-Hijjah; and 
the 91h  of Dhul-Hijjah is the Day of 'Arafah, the Prophet Lpr has stated the 
virtues of fasting this day. 

Chapter 52. What Has Been 
Related About Deeds During 
The Ten Days (Of Dhul-Hijjah) 

757. Ibn 'Abbas narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"There are no days in which 
righteous deeds are more beloved 
to Allah than these ten days." They 
said: "0 Messenger of Allah! Not 
even Jihad in Allah's Cause?" The 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "Not 
even Jihad in Allah's Cause, unless 
a man were to go out with his self 
and his wealth and not return from 
that with anything." (Sahih) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from Ibn 'Umar, AbU Hurairah, 
'Abdullãh bin 'Amr, and Jabir. 
AbU 'EIsa said: The Hadith of Ibn 

'Abbãs is a Hasan Gharib Sahih 
Hadith. 
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Comments: 
This Hadith proves that the first ten days of Dhul-Hijjah are the most virtuous 
days among the first ten days of the months of the year, the significance and 
the value of good deeds, performed during these days, is more comparing to 
rest of the days. 

758. AbU Hurairah narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "There are no 
days more beloved to Allah that 
He be worshipped in them than the 
ten of Dhul-Hijjah, fasting every 
day of them is the equivalent of 
fasting a year, and standing every 
night of them (in prayer) is the 
equivalent of standing on the Night 
of Qadr." (Da 'J 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Gharib, we do not know of it 
except as a narration of Mas'Ud bin 
Wãsil from An-Nahhãs. (He said:) 
I asked Muhammad about this 
Hadith and he did not know of its 
like from other than this route. He 
said: Something about this has 
been reported from Qatadah, from 
Sa'eed bin Al-Musayyab, from the 
Prophet ii in Mursal form. (Yahya 
bin Sa'eed has criticized Nahhãs bin 
Qahm due to his weak memory.)  

:i—VoA 
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Comments: 	 - 

The virtues of the first ten days of Dhul-Hijjah are proven by the agreed 
narration, but the specification that fasting of one day is equal to the fasts of 
the whole year and the voluntary prayer at night (in the first ten nights of 
Dhul-Hijjah) is equal to that of the Night of Power - no authentic Hadith 
proves this, and as for this Hadith it is Weak. 
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Chapter 53. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting The Six 
Days Of Shawwãl 

759. AbU AyyUb narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Whoever fasts Ramadan, then 
follows it with six from Shawwãl, 
then that is (equal in reward) to 
fasting every day." ($ahih) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from Jäbir, Abu Hurairah, and 
Thawban. 
Abü 'Elsa said: The Hadith of AbU 

Ayyub is a Hasan $ahih Hadith. There 
are those people who consider fasting 
six (days) of Shawwal recommended 
due to this Hadith. 
Ibn Al-Mubãrak said it is good to 

do, just like fasting three days of 
every month. Ibn AI-Mubãrak said 
that it has been reported in some 
of the Ahãdith: "This fast is 
connected to Ramadan." Ibn Al-
Mubãrak prefered that these six 
days be at the beginning of the 
month, and it has been reported 
that Ibn Al-Mubärak said that if 
one fasted six seperate days of 
Shawwal then it is acceptable. 
AbU 'EIsa said: (Two other chains 

from Sa'd bin Sa'eed for this 
Hadith) and Sa'd bin Sa'eed is the 
brother of Yabya bin Sa'eed Al-
Ansärl. Sa'd bin Sa'eed has been 
criticized by some of the people of 
Hadith due to his memory. 
(Another chain) that when fasting 

the six days of Shawwãl was 
mentioned before Al-Hasan Al-
Bag!, he would say: "By Allah! 
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Allah is more pleased with fasting  
this month, than the entire year."  

alp 1]) L5 JUil 
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Comments: 
The month of Ramadan even though is sometimes of twenty-nine days, yet 
Allah, by His Grace and Kindness, declared it equal to the month of thirty 
days, and in the case of fasting six days of Shawwal it makes the number 
thirty-six; and a Kind Rule of Allah is that the reward of every good deed is 
ten fold, so according to this rule thirty-six multiplied by ten make three 
hundred and sixty, and the total days of the lunar year are less than that. 

Chapter 54. What Has Been 	 ) . U L L - (o 
Related About Fasting Three 	- 	- 	- - - 
(Days) Of Every Month 	 ') +' JS 	[t1 5k 

760. AbU Hurairah narrated: "The 	L, -  v. 
Messenger of Allah 	took a 	- 	 - 	- 	- 
covenant from me for three: To 	 ') 	'' 
not sleep except after performing  
Witr, to fast three days of every 	- 	- 	- 	 - - 
month, and to perform the Duha 	 'j Lc 	 31 
prayer." (Hasan) 

Comments: 
This is the truth; if these three days mean 'the days of the full moon', they are 
then 13th 14th and 15" day of every lunar month, as Imam Al-Bukhari titled a 
chapter 'fasting of the days of the full moon are 13th 14th and 15'1i 

761. AbU Dharr narrated that the 	- - . - s 	s - -- - 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "0 AbU 	

- 5 • 	 - - Dharr! When you fast three days out 	 l.LI :JU Sj,IS  jj 
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of a month, then fast the thirteenth, 
fourteenth, and fifteenth." (I!asan) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from Abu Qatadah, 'Abdulläh bin 
'Amr, Qurrah bin lyas Al-Muzani, 
'Abdullãh bin Mas'Ud, AbU 'Aqrab, 
Ibn 'Abbas, 'Aishah, Qatadah bin 
Milhãn, 'Uthmãn bin Abi Al-'As, 
and Jarir. 
It has been reported in some 

Ahadtth that whoever fasts three 
days of every month, then it is as if 
he has fasted every day. 
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762. Abü Dharr narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	said: 
'Whoever fasts three days in every 
month, then that is (similar to) 
fasting every day.' Then Allah 
Mighty and Sublime is He, attested 
to that in His Book, by revealing: 
Whoever brings a good deed, shall 
have ten times the like thereof.'11 
So a day is like ten." (Pa-1j) 

3L 	 I 
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11 Al-An 'am 6:160. 
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AbU 'Elsa said: This HadUh is 	 -- 
Hasan(Sahih) 	 - 	H 	 t] 4IJLt 

Abu Eisa said: Shu bah has 	 Li : 	y1  Jt 
reported this Hadith from Abu 	 - 
Shimr and AN At-Tayyah, from 
AN 'Uthmãn, from AbU Hurairah, 	Uft 	 3 
from the Prophet 	- 

L5L 

iL5 L5L 'L)L- 
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4. J 

763. Yazid Ar-Rishk said: "I heard 
Mu'ãdhah saying to 'Aishah: 'Did 
the Messenger of Allah fast three 
days of every month?' She replied in 
the affirmative. So she said: 'Which 
of them would he fast?' She said: 
'Which of them he would fast was 
not noticeable." (Sahih) 
Abu 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. He said: Yazid bin 
Ar-Rishk is Yazid bin Ad-Duba'i, 
and he is YazId bin Al-Qasim who 
is, A1-Qassãm, Ar-Rishk means Al-
Qassam (beauty) in the language of 
the people of Al-Basrah. 

Chapter 55. What Has Been 
Related About The Virtues Of 
Fasting 
764. Abu Hurairah narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Indeed your Lord said: 'Every 
good deed is rewarded with ten of 
the same up to seven hundred 
times over. Fasting is for Me, and I 

(cDO .iJI) 

vt 
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shall reward for it.' Fasting is a 
shield from the Fire. The smell 
coming from the mouth of one 
fasting is more pleasant to Allah 
than the scent of musk. If one of 
you is abused by an ignorant 
person while fasting, then let him 
say: 'Indeed I am fasting." (Saziaz) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from Mu'ãdh bin Jabal, Sahl bin 
[Sa'd], Ka'b bin 'Ujrah, Salãmah bin 
Qaisar, Bashir bin Al-Khasasiyyah, 
and Bashir's name is Zahm bin 
Ma'bad, and Al-Khasaiyah is his 
mother. 
AbU 'Eisa said: The Hadith of AbU 

Hurairah is Hasan Gharib from this 
route. 

4L  

•) 	U.JI 	j., 
rc/V:,...3i 
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Comments: 
If someone incites a fasting person or ignites his sentiments and he wants the 
fasting person to do something against the Shart'ah, then: 

a. The fasting person should say to him I am fasting, so I cannot do any act of 
ignorance like you; 

b. Or the fasting person should remind himself that he is not going to spoil his 
fast by answering the ignorant with ignorance; 

c. Or he should say this with both with the tongue and in his heart, or he should 
say it with the tongue if the fasting is obligatory and in his heart in case of 
voluntary fast; the truth is that according to the circumstances he should 
adopt such a way that he keeps himself away from indulging into the row of 
incitements and sentiments. 	- 

	

765. Sahl bin Sa'd narrated that 	- 
the Prophet 	said: "There is a 	- 	 - 	- 	-- 

	

gate in Paradise called Ar-Raiyyan, 	3 '' 
those who fast shall be invited into 

	

it, and whoever was among those 	 - 	- - - 	-- - 
31 :JU 
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who fasted, then he will enter it; 
and whoever enters it, he will never  
thirst again." (Hasan)  

AS: 	>J 	i.a,.oij .. 	 - 	 1t• : 

Comments: 
The pang which is felt and experienced most in state of fasting is thirst, 
therefore the reward and fruit of fasting will be bestowed in such a way that 
the most unique and distinctive aspect of it will be the drinks and to be well-
watered. 

766. AbU Hurairah narrated that  
the Messenger of Allah said: 	-_ - 	 - 

"There are two joys for the fasting '~tl 	 ) 
person: the joy when he breaks his 	:J 	3 : 
fast, and the joy of when he meets 	 - 	 - 

his Lord." (Sahih)  

AbU 'EIsa said: this Hadith is 	 - • ((4.j 	L 	- 
Hasan Sahth. 

- 

Comments: 
A believing servant of Allah, when he fulfills his duty towards Allah, he is 
pleased and delighted that Allah granted him the ability to fulfill his 
obligation; and he will be pleased for the second time when he will have 
enormous and inestimable reward and recompense on the Last Day. 

Chapter 56. What Has Been 	 ) ii.. t. Lt - (oi 	J) 
Related About Fasting Daily 	- 	 - 

(Ad-Dahr)  

767. AN Qatadah said: "It was 	
- VIV 

said: '0 Messenger of Allah! What 	- 	

0 	 -- 	 - 

is the case of the one who fasts 	J : 

daily?' He said: 'He did not fast 	 - 

Lc yc 	 JI L 	 - 

nor break (the fast)." Or, he said: 	-. 	 -• - 	- 	 - 	-. 
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"He never fasted nor broke (his 
fast)." (Sahih) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from 'Abdullah bin 'Amr, 'Abdulläh 
bin Ash-Shikh-khir, 'Imrãn bin 
Husain, and AbU MUsã. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of AbU 

Qatadah is a Hasan Hadith. 
There are those among the people 

of knowledge who disliked fasting 
daily (and there are those others 
who permitted it). They said fasting 
daily is only disliked when he does 
not abstain from fasting on the Day 
of Für, the Day of Adiã, and the 
Days of Tashriq. So whoever 
abstains from fasting on these days 
then he has stayed away from the 
limit of what is disliked and he has 
not fasted every day. This was 
reported from Malik bin Anas, and 
it is the view of Ash-Shãfi'i. Ahmad 
and Ishaq said similar, saying that 
it is not required for one to abstain 
from fasting except for these five 
days which were prohibited by the 
Messenger of Allah : the Day of 
Fur, the Day of Adhã, and the Days 
of Tashriq. 

L5' 

J5 I 	 Ll L 	 ,- 

[rA: 	LJ] 	 [V.o: 	 i] 	 4jJWc  

Chapter 57. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting 
Consecutive Days 

767. 'Abdullãh bin Shaqiq narrated: 
"I asked ' ishah about the Prophet's 

fasting.' She said: 'He would fast 

- (ay 

(v Zi,.J) 
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until we said: "He has fasted"'1  and 
he would abstain from fasting until 
we said: "He has abstained from 
fasting." (She said:) 'The Messenger 
of Allah 	did not fast an entire 
month except for Ramadãn." 
(Sahih) 

There are narrations on this topic 
from Anas and Ibn 'Abbas. 
Abü 'EIsa said: The Hadith of 

'A'ishah is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. 

:J;flr JL 

3L, 	 L 

s 	 - LY 

.[°°: 	 .L.., 

769. Ja'far bin Humaid narrated 
that Anas bin Malik was asked 
about the Prophet's 	fasting and 
he said: "He would fast during a 
month until we thought that he did 
not want to abstain from fasting 
during any of it. And, he would not 
fast during a month until we 
thought that he did not want to fast 
during any of it. (There was no 
time) that I wanted to see if he was 
performing a1at during the night, 
except that I would see him 
nrowinn nnr in 	hint clpqnnir 

except that I would see him 
sleeping." (aziz) 

AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 
Hasan Sahih. 

\SV 	 .'L 	ai 	Jl 
.L.n 

Comments: 
The Messenger of Allah 	did not follow a regular and routine procedure 
for observing voluntary fasts; sometimes he iiiJ would fast regularly every day 
without a break and sometimes he would abandon fasting for many 

See the following Hadith. 
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consecutive days. He 	would sometimes fast first Saturday, Sunday and 
Monday of a month, and the next month he would fast Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Thursday; he would fast on Monday and Thursday every week. He would 
sometimes fast in the beginning of a month, sometimes in the middle of a 
month and sometimes at the end of a month; the objective was to leave the 
door open for observing voluntary fasts for every person, so that every person 
is able to observe voluntary fasts every month according to one's time, 
circumstance, capability and courage. 

770. 'Abdulläh bin 'Amr narrated that 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: "The 
most virtuous fast is the fast of my 
brother Dawud. He would fast a day, 
and not fast (the next) day. He 
would not flee at the time of 
engagement (with the enemy)." 
(Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is Hasan 

Sahih. Abul-'Abbas (one of the 
narrators) is Ash-Shã'ir (the poet) 
(Al-Makki), Al-A'ma (the blind), and 
his name is As-Sã'ib bin FarrUkh. 

Some of the people of knowledge 
said: The most virtuous fasting is 
that one fast one day, and not fast 
the next. And it is said that this is 
the most difficult type of fasting. 

- 	 [o] 

Comments: 
Islam is a system of life given by The Creator of the nature, so it is exactly 
according to the human nature, therefore Islam does not ignore the worldly 
needs to propagate the religion only. It burdens on a person only to the 
extent that does not affect the rights of his body and soul, family and 
dependents, kith and kin, friends and loved ones. 

Chapter 58. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Fast On The Day 
Of Fitr And The Day Of Nazr 

771. AbU 'Ubaid, the freed slave of 

- (OA 	J) 

(A 
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'Abdur-Rahmãn bin 'Awl narrated: 
"I witnessed 'Umar bin Al-Khattab 
on the Day of Nahr beginning with 
the Salãt before the Khutbah. Then 
he said: 'I heard the Messenger of 
Allah 	prohibit fasting on these 
two days. As for the Day of Fitr, 
then it is for you to take a break 
from your fasting, and a 
celebration for the Muslims. As for 
the Day of Alza, then eat from the 
flesh that you have sacrificed." 
(Sahih) 
Abü 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

(Hasan) Sahih. AbU 'Ubaid, the 
freed slave of 'Abdur-Rahmãn bin 
'Awl - his name is Sa'd. They say 
that he is the freed slave of 'Abdur-
Rahmãn bin Azhar as well. 'Abdur-
Rahman bin Azhar is the son of the 
uncle of 'Abdur-Rahmãn bin 'Awl. 

oOV 	°A• : 	Jk4J 	 L 

aoVr 

Comments: 
Fasting on the day of 'Eld is prohibited because Allah declared this day, after 
the fasts of Ramadan, a day of eating and drinking, so fasting on this day 
opposes the Will of Allah. The Day of Sacrifice; fasting on this day is 
prohibited because Allah commanded to eat the meat of the sacrifice, as it is 
the Will of Allah that the Muslims offer the sacrifices, on this day, to achieve 
the pleasure and bliss of Allah; they should eat the meat of the sacrifices 
enjoyably, regarding it a Feast from Allah and they should feed others too. 

772. Abü Sa'eed Al-Khudri 
narrated: "The Messenger of Allah 

prohibited two fasts: Fasting the 
Day of Adhã and the Day of Fi.tr." 
(Sahlh) 
He said: There are narrations on 

this topic from 'Umar, 'All, 'Aishah, 
AbU Hurairah, 'Uqbah bin 'Amir, 
and Anas. 

_; :Zii. - vv 
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AbU 'EIsa said: The Hadith of AbU 
Sa'eed is a Hasan Sahih Hadith, 
and it is acted upon according to 
the people of knowledge. 
AbU 'Elsa said: 'Amr bin Yabya is 

Ibn 'Umãrah bin Abi Al-Hasan Al-
Mãzini Al-MadanI, and he is 
trustworthy, Sufyan Ath-Thawrl, 
Shu'bah, and Mãlik bin Anas 
report from him. 

r" 	L 	Ji 	=-,.,4,  
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Chapter 59. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Fast The Days Of 
Tashriq 
773. 'Uqbah bin 'Amir narrated 
that the Messenger of Allah il 
said: "The Day of 'Arafah, the Day 
of Nahr, and the Days of Tashriq 
are 'Eid for us, the people of Islam, 
and they are days of eating and 
drinking." (Ijasan) 
AbU 'EIsa said: There are narrations 

on this topic from 'All, Sa'd, AN 
Hurairah, Jabir, Nubaishah, Bishr bin 
Suhaim, 'Abdullah bin Hudhafah, 
Anas, Hamzah bin 'Amr A]-Aslami, 
Ka'b bin Malik, 'Aishah, 'Amr bin Al-
'As, and 'Abdullãh bin 'Amr. 
AbU 'Eisa said: The Hadith of 

'Uqbah bin 'Amir is a Ijasan Sahih 
Hadith. This is acted upon according 
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to the people of knowledge. They 
consider it disliked to fast on the 
Days of Tashriq, except that there 
are those among the Companions of 
the Prophet 	, and others, who 
permitted it in the case of the one 
performing (IjajJ) Tamatu' - if he 
did not find a Ijadi, and he did not 
fast during the ten (days) - then he 
can fast the Days of Tashriq. 
This is the view of Malik bin Anas, 

Ash-Shafi'l, Ahmad, and Isbq. 
Abu 'Elsa said: (Regarding one of 

the narrators:) The people of Al-
'Iraq say: "MUsã bin 'Ulayy bin 
Rabab" while the people of Egypt 
say: "MUsA bin 'All." 
He said: I heard Qutaibah saying: 

"I heard Al-Laith bin Sa'd saying: 
'Müsã bin 'All said: "No one has 
been given the liberty to pronounce 
my father's name in the 
diminutive. "Ill 

\ : 	Ll Lait 	L LL1t 	&.l, 	oL...4J 

roct :(3L.-'i) 3L- 
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Comments: 
The Days of Tashriq are 1 11h,  12th and 13tl  of Dhul-Hijjah, the meat of 
sacrifice is spread in the sun to be dried in these days, and therefore these 
days are named Tashriq. These are the days of eating and drinking, so fasting 
on these days is prohibited. 

[1] That is to say: 'ulayy rather than 'All. 
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Chapter 60. What Has Been 
Related About Cupping Being 
Disliked For The Fasting 
Person 

774. Rãfi' bin Khadlj narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "The cupper 
and the one cupped have broken 
the fast." (Sahih) 
(AbU 'Elsa said:) There are 

narrations on this topic from Sa'd, 
'All, Shaddad bin Aws, Thawbãn, 
Uämah bin Zaid, 'Aishah, Ma'qil 
bin Yasär - and they call him 
Ma'qil bin Sinan— AbU Hurairah, 
Ibn 'Abbas, Abu MU a, and Biläl. 
(AbU 'Elsa said:) The lladith of 

Rãfi' bin Khadij is a Hasan SahTh 
Hadith. It has been mentioned that 
Ahmad bin Hanbal said: "The most 
correct thing on this topic is the 
Ijadith of Rãfi' bin Khadlj." And, it 
has been mentioned that 'All bin 
'Abdullah said: "The most correct 
thing on this topic is the Ijadith of 
Thawban and Shaddad bin Aws, 
because Yaya bin Abi Kathir 
reported both of those Ahadith, 
that of Thawbãn, and that of 
Shaddãd bin Aws." 
There are those people of 

kriuwledge among the Companions 
of the Prophet , and others, who 
disliked cupping for the fasting 
person, such that some of the 
Companions of the Prophet 
would be cupped during the night, 
among them are AbU MUsã Al-
Ash'ari and Ibn 'Umar. This is the 
view of Ibn Al-Mubãrak. 
AbU 'Elsa said: I heard Isbaq bin 

MansUr saying: "Abdur-Rabman 

(_. z) 	ii Z1..I 
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bin Mahdi said: 	'Whoever is -. 	- 	- 	- 
" cupped while he is fasting, then he 

has to make it up." Isiaq bin  
Mansür said: "Ahmad bin Hanbal - - - 	-- 	- - 	 - 

and Isliaq bin Ibrahim said this."  

AbU 'Eisa said: Al-Hasan bin j 
Muhammad Az-Za'frãni informed - 	 - 	-- 
me: 	-Shãfi'i said: 	has been  "Ash 'It 
reported that the Prophet 	would : 
be cupped while he was fasting, - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	 - 	- 	- 

and (it has been reported that) the - 	 JU 	:J 	Ji J3I 

Prophetii± 	said: "The cupper and -' 	- - - 	 - 	- 
° the one cupping have broken the 

fast." And I do not know of either 
of these 	two Ahãdith 	being  - 	- 

confirmed.  If a man avoids cupping - - 	 - 	 - - 

while he is fasting then that is .x 
preferred to me. 	If a man 	is  
cupped while he is fasting then I do  

not see that it breaks his fast." 
Abu 'EIsa said: This is the opinion - - 	- 	 - 	 - 	- 

	

Ji 3~ i 	 I JU of Ash-Shãfi'i while he was in 
Baghdad, as for what he said in 
Egypt, he inclined to allowing it - 	 - 	 - 

and he did not see any harm in [ç La.lJ] 	JL 

cupping [for the fasting person], he -' 	 - - 
	I 	- 	-- 	- 	- 	• 

argued that the Prophet 	was  
cupped during the Farewell Ijajj 
while he was a Muhrim (in a state 
of Jirãm) and he was fasting. 

jI 	ti/r:- oL4] 

V'cr: 	./t:jL)LL 
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Chapter 61. What Has Been - o) 	_>,__._fl) 
Related About Permission For  
That (i  

775. Ibn 'Abbas narrated: "The : 	J5 	 - VVO 
Messenger of Allah 	was cupped  
while he was a fasting and in I/zram. - 	- 	- - 
(Sahih) :J 
AbU 'Eisa said: This Hadtth is  

"' 	jj -'- azifi. Wuhaib reported it similar 
to the narration of 'Abdul-Wãrith. ..>,IAA  
Ismã'il bin Ibrahim reported it  
from AyyUb, from 'Ikrimah in 'i $iJ 

Mursal form, he did not mention 
from Ibn Abbas 	in it. - 	- 

') 

LU 	J 	L --i 
Lc 	 • 	: 	 ,J L 

776. Ibn 'Abbas narrated: "The 
Prophet 	was cupped while he 
was fasting." (aziz) 

AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 
Hasan Gharib from this route. 

- vv. 

j 

:)t 

A 	 rr: 	çI 	jt Jl 	-,.4, [C. 
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777. Ibn 'Abbas narrated: "The 	vvv 
Prophet 	was cupped somewhere 	- 	- 	- - - 
between Makkah and A]-Madinah, 
and he was a fasting and in hfwarn." 	 : 

(AbU 'EIsa said:) There are 
narrations on this topic from AbU  
Sa'eed, Jabir, and Anas. 	 -. 	- - 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of Ibn 	 rL' ji -' 
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'Abbas is a Hasan SaM/i Hadith.  
Some of the people of knowledge 	'- 	 J• ,•9 I J 

among the Companions of the 	W J 	 . 
Prophet ç and others, followed 	-- 	-. 	- 
this Hadith, they did not see any 	ç-i 
harm in cupping for the fasting 	I; ,J 
person. This is the view of Sufyãn 	 - 	- 	- 
Ath-Thawri, Malik bin Anas, and 	) 	 3t 	J 
Ash-Shãfi'I. 

rYYA ri 	 )LJ .,. 4, 	•L.J] 
":4Ji 	 LUJ  

rt /Y 	r i I 	j LJI] 	[V:rJi] 	 * ç J 4131j 4.' 

Comments: 
'The cupper and the one cupped have broken the fast' (-Iadith no. 774) 
means they both are on the verge of breaking the fast, because the cupper 
sucks the blood and it has possibility that the blood would reach the throat, 
and the one being cupped may get weak due to the blood being drained. The 
statement of Anas bin Malik in Sahih Al-Bukhari is that we would dislike 
cupping because it has risk of causing weakness and instability, whereas some 
people stated this Hadith is abrogated. (Fath Al-Ban: 4/426) 

Chapter 62. What Has Been 
Related About Al-Wisãl 
(Continuous) Fasting Is 
Disliked 

778. Anas narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "Do 
not perform Wiyal" They said: "But 
you perform Wisãl 0 Messenger of 
Allah." He said: "I am not like you 
are, indeed my Lord feeds me and 
gives me to drink." (Sazih) 

(He said:) There are narrations on 
this topic from 'All, Abü Hurairah, 
'Aishah, Ibn 'Umar, Jabir, AbU 
Sa'eed, and Bashir bin Al-
Khaasiyyah. 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 

- (- Y _I) 
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Anas is a Hasan Sahih Hadith. This 
is acted upon according to some of 
the people of knowledge, they 
dislike Al-VVIã1 fasting, and, it has 
been reported that 'Abdullãh bin 
Az-Zubair would fast continuously 
for days without interruption. 

:Jt 

; rtj 	JL 	y 
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Comments: 
Fasting consecutive days without ending the fast in the evening and without 
taking the predawn meal; spending nights like days without eating and 
drinking is a hard and demanding affair. There is a huge risk that the person 
will get so weak that it will be hard for him to fulfill his other duties and 

	

responsibilities. That is why the Prophet 	prohibited his people fasting like 
this, so that the people would not put themselves in difficulty and hardship. 

Chapter 63. What Has Been 
Related About the Junub 
(Sexually Impure) Person Who 
Discovers That It Is Fajr Time 
While He Wants To Fast 

5• 	. U Lt. - or 

(ir 

779. AN! Bakr bin 'Abdur-
Rahmãn bin Al-Hãrith bin Hishãm 
said: "Aishah and Umm Salamah, 
the wives of the Prophet 
informed me that the Prophet 
would find that it was Fajr while he 
was Junub from (relations with) his 
wives, then he would perform 
Ghusl and fast." (Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 

'Aishah and Umm Salamah is a 
Hasan Sahih Hadith. This is acted 
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upon according to most of the 
people of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet and 
others. It is the view of Sufyan, Ash-
Shãfi'i, Ahmad, and Isaq. Some 
people among the Tãbi'in have said 
that when one awakens in the 
morning in a state of sexual impurity 
then he is to make up that day. But 
the first view is more correct. 

r' 51• 	 'LJ 	 3 
• S : 	- 	dc. • .  L 	LJ 	 ) I 

Comments: 
If a person has sexual intercourse with his wife and takes the Sahur meal 
while in state of being sexually impure, but he takes a bath for the morning 
prayer, after the dawn, according to the Four A 'immah and the majority of 
scholars the sexual impurity will not affect the fast. 

Chapter 64. What Has Been 
Related About The Fasting 
Person Accepting the Invitation 
(To A Meal) 

780. AN Hurairah narrated that 
the Prophet 	said: "When one of 
you is invited to eat then let him 
respond, if he is fasting then let 
him pray." Meaning: supplicate. 
(Sahih) 

• ,-• -- 
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781. AbU Hurairah narrated that 	 ti. - VA'S 
the Prophet 	said: "When one of 	 - - 	- 
you is invited (to a meal) and he is 
fasting, then let him say: 'Indeed I 	 :3 
am fasting. (Sahzh) 	 - 	 - 
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AbU 'Elsa said: Both of these 
Ahãdith from Abü Hurairah on this 
topic are 1-Iasan Saul/i. 

L 

Comments: 
'Then let him pray' may mean only the supplication, or only the prayer, and it 
may also mean that the fasting person should visit the host's home and make 
supplication after performing voluntary prayer. 

Chapter 65. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked For A Woman To Fast 
Except With The Permission 
Of Her Husband 
782. AbU Hurairah narrated that 
the Prophet ç said: "A woman 
may not fast a day - other than in 
the month of Ramadãn - while her 
husband is present, except with his 
permission." (.aJziz) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

this topic from Ibn 'Abbãs and AbU 
Sa'eed. 
Abu 'Elsa said: The Hadlth of AbU 

Hurairah is a Hasan Sahlh 1-ladlth. 
This Hadith has been reported from 
AbU Az-Zinad (one of the narrators), 
from Müsa bin AM 'Uthman, from 
his father, from AbU Hurairah, from 
the Prophet . 

3i 	:L 4t&J1 c6 .4 

Comments: 
Islam stresses a good social life and mutual compassion and kindness. So it 
does not allow a married woman to observe voluntary fast without securing 
the permission of her husband while he is staying at home, and he has desire 
and a need for her. 
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Chapter 66. What Has Been 
Related About Delay When 
Making Up For Rama4An (Vt ifl) 	c.L 

783. 'Aishah narrated: "I would 
not make up what was due upon 
me from Ramadan except in 
Sha'bãn, until the Messenger of 
Allah 	died." (Hasan) 
AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is Hasan 

Sahih. (He said:) Similar to this was 
reported by Yalya bin Sa'eed Al-
Anäri, from AbU Salamah, from 
'Aishah. 

,i 	 -.-i, [,....,- o.L.41 

Comments: 
According to the majority, making up missed fasts of Ramadan as soon as 
possible is recommended and better because life is not guaranteed, but as the 
world is standing on hope, therefore there is a flexibility and permission of 
delaying until the following Ramadan. 

Chapter 67. What Has Been 
Related About The Virtues For 
The Fasting Person When 
Others Are Eating In His 
Presence 
784. Laila narrated from the one who 
freed her (Umm 'Amãrah) that the 
Prophet jjo, said: "When those who 
are not fasting eat in the presence of 
the fasting person, the angels send 
Salat upon him." (Hasan) 
AbU 'EIsa said: Shu'bah narrated 

this Hadith from Habib bin Zaid, 
from Laila, from his (IIabIb's) 
grandmother Umm 'Amãrah, from 
the Prophet 4Lti, and it is similar. 

 U Lt - ( iY 	iI) 

- (IV 	i) i 3$ ; 
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1fl 	 j.,.- 

Comments: 
The majority hold the view that invoking blessings permanently upon other 
than the Prophets is not right, but provisionally may be done so. Imãm Abu 
Hanifah, Imam Mãlik and Imam ShAfi'i hold the same opinion. (Ma 'anf As-
Sunan: 5/505). This view seems true that it is incorrect in meaning of a 
permanent religious term (as it is for the Prophets) but in meaning of 
supplication and seeking forgiveness is correct. 

785. Habib bin Zaid said: "I heard 
a freed slave of ours called Laila 
narrating from [his (Uabib's) 
grandmother] Umm 'Amãrah bint 
Ka'b Al-Ansãri, that the Prophet 

entered upon her and some 
food was brought to him. He said: 
'Eat.' She said: 'I am fasting.' So 
the Messenger of Allah 	said: 
'Indeed the angels send Salat upon 
the fasting person when (others) 
eat in his presence, until they 
finish.' And perhaps he said: 'Until 
they have eaten their fill." (Hasan) 
Abu 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sazih, and it is more correct 
than the (previous) narration of 
Shank. 

786. (Another chain) from Umm 
'Amärah bint Ka'b Al-Ansãri from 
the Prophet 	, that is similar, 
except that he did not mention 
"Until they finish, or they have 
eaten their fill." (Hasan) 
Abü 'Elsa said: Umm 'Amarah is 

the grandmother of Habib bin Zaid 
Al-Ansãri. 
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Chapter 68. What Has Been 
Related About The Woman 
Who Menstruated Makes Up 
The Fasts But Not The Salãt 

787. 'Aishah narrated : "We would 
menstruate during the time of the 
Messenger of Allah , then when 
we became pure we were ordered 
to make up the fasts but we were 
not ordered to make up the Salãt." 
(Hasan) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan. It has also been reported by 
Mu'adhah from 'Aishah. This is 
acted upon according to the people 
of knowledge, and we do not know 
of any disagreement among them; 
the menstruating woman makes up 
the fasts but she does not make of 
the Salat. 
AN 'Elsa said: 'Ubaidah (one of 

the narrators) is Ibn Mu'attib Ad-
Dabbi Al-KUfi, his Kunyah is AbU 
'Abdul-Karim. 

- 1 	t - ( A 

S,:; 
(IA ,it) 

: 	3L 	 L 	 :3 

;5 	Ji 	---- (ij-Q ç7àJ 

• :jLJI 

Comments: 
The Followers of the Sunnah are unanimously agreed that the missed fasts of 
Ramadan during the menstruating days will be made up after having been 
pure from the menses, but she will not make up the prayers. 
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Chapter 69. What Has Been 
Related About It Being 
Disliked To Take Excessive 
Amounts Of Water Into The 
Nose (Al-Istinshaq) When 
Fasting 

U 4t - (1 	i) 

(1° 	) L4 L t 	it 

788. 'Aim bin Laqit bin Sabrah 
narrated from his father who said: 
"I said, '0 Messenger of Allah! 
Inform me about Wudü'.' So he 
said: "Perform W404''1  well, and 
go between the fingers, and 
perform Istinshaq 21  extensively 
except when fasting." (azii) 

AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 
Ijasan Sahi/i. The people of 
knowledge dislike sniffing (water) 
for the fasting person, and they 
consider that to break his fast, and 
in this Hadith there is support for 
their saying. 

PL.Ji  

r11:c 

Comments: 
From this Hadith, the scholars derived a rule and principle that if something 
reaches the uppermost part of the nostril or stomach it will void the fast. So if 
the mouth is rinsed excessively or water is sniffed up into the nose excessively, 
thus water can go to the uppermost part of the nostrib or to the stomach, 
therefore doing so excessively while one is fasting is not allowed. 

That is: "Isbaghu1-Wuiu" and part of this Hadith was mentioned earlier with a different 
chain of narration, see no. 38. 

[2[ See no. 27. 
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Chapter 70. What Has Been 
Related About: One Who Stays 
With A People Should Not Fast 
Without Their Permission 

789. 'Aishah narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: 
"Whoever stays with a people, then 
he is not to fast without their 
permission." (Da'J) 

AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 
Munkar (objectionable), we do not 
know any of the trustworthy 
narrators who narrated it from 
Hisham bin 'Urwah. MUsa bin 
Dãwud reported similar to this 
from AbU Bakr Al-Madan!, from 
Hishäm bin 'Urwah, from his 
father, from 'Aishah, from the 
Prophet . 
(AbU 'Elsa said:) This Hadith is 

also weak. Abu Bakr is weak 
according to the scholars of Hadith. 
(As for) AbU Bakr (Al-Madani), 
the one who reports from Jãbir bin 
'Abdullah; his name is AI-Fadl bin 
Mubashshir, and he is more 
trustworthy than this one, and lived 
earlier. 

(V. 

Comments: 
If fasting as a guest creates difficulty for the host and he will have to make 
special arrangements for breaking the fast and for the predawn meal, in this 
case he should not observe voluntary fast. If the host can make preparation 
with pleasure, easily and without painstaking work, then there is no harm. 
(Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi: 2/67) 

Chapter 71. What Has Been 	 - t. L - (v0 

Related About I'tikaf 	
(V's .ii l) 

790. AbU Hurairah and 'Aishah 	L- : 	 - V. 
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narrated: "The Prophet 	; would - 	 - ............. 

: Y perform I'tikaf during the last ten 
(days) of Ramadan until Allah took 
him." (Sahih) 
(He said:) There are narrations on 

- 	 - - 	 - 

this topic from Ubayy bin Ka'b, 
AbU Laila, AbU Sa'eed, Anas, and - 

Ibn'Umar. ), 	[:Ji] 

AbU 'Elsa said: The Hadtth of AbU 
Lr 	 LSi L$L) L5J 

Hurairah and 'Aishah is a Hasan - 	 - - 

SahthHadith. 
- 	 - 	 - 

.'rC 'L)i 	iS)LA. 
yi] 	~ 41 	 y 

)J 	i, 
o: 

Comments: 
The literal meaning of I'tikaf: Sticking and adhering to something or to be 
regular in something. Religiously, it means a Muslim staying in the mosque 
for the purpose of worship, following certain religious guidelines. 

791. 'Aishah narrated: "When the 
Messenger of Allah 	wanted to 
perform I'tikf, he would perform 
the Fajr prayer and then he would 
enter his place of I'tikaf." (Sahii) 
AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith was 

reported in Mursal form, by Yaya 
bin Sa'eed, from 'Amrah, from the 
Prophet 	. Malik and others 
reported it as a Mursal narration 
from Yahya bin Sa'eed (from 
'Amrah). Al-Awzã'I reported it 
from Sufyan Ath-ThawrI (and 
others) from Yahya bin Sa'eed, 
from 'Amrah, from 'Aishah. 
This 1-Iadith is acted upon 

according to some of the people of 
knowledge. They say when a man 
wants to perform I'tikaf he prays 
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Fajr then he enters his place of 	- 	 -. 	 - 	 - 

I'tikaf. This is the view of Ahmad 	j 	 JJ- j- J 
bin Uanbal and Ishaq bin Ibrahim. 	 ) 	: 
Some of them said that when he 	 - 	 - 

wants to perform I'tikaf, then when 	j! 	 U5I 

the sun sets on the night prior to 	 j ~i 
the morning that he intends to 	-- 	 - 	

- -. 	 - - 

begin his I'tikaf, he should be 	 J I3L J 
sitting in the place of his I'tikaf. 
This is the view of Sufyan Ath-
Thawri, and Malik bin Anas. 

:L 	 -i kip 

,U.JL, 	 L:r 	vr: 

Comments: 
Majority scholars, the three A 'im,nah, AbU Hanifah, Malik and Shãfi'I are of 
the view that I'tikaf starts from the twenty first night of Ramadan and the 
person who is going to make Ptikaf should enter the mosque before sunset, 
one statement of Imãm Ahmad is the same, and this is the correct view. 

Chapter 72. What Has Been 
Related About The Night of Al-
Qadr 

792. 'Aishah narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	would 
Yujawir (stay in I'tikaf) during the 
last ten (nights) of Ramadan, and 
he said: 'Seek the Night of Al-Qadr 
during the last ten (nights) of 
Ramadan."' (Sahih) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from 'Umar, Ubayy bin Ka'b, Jäbir 
bin Samurah, Jãbir bin 'Abdullãh, Ibn 
'Umar, Al-Falätãn Ibn 'Aim, Anas, 
AbU Sa'eed, 'Abdullãh bin Unais 
(Az-Zubairi), AbU Bakrah, Ibn 
'Abbas, BiIãl, 'Ubädah bin As-Sãmit. 
Abu 'Elsa said: The Hadith of 

'Aishah is a Ijasan Sahih Hadith, 
and the statement: Yujawir means 
to stay in I'tikaf. Most of the 
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narrations from the Prophet  : say: "Search (Iltamisu) for it during 
the last ten on every odd (night)." : 
It has been reported from the 
Prophet ij 	that the Night of Al-  

Qadr is the twenty-first night; the 
twenty-third night; and the twenty- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 
fifth night; 	the twenty-seventh YY) Ll 

night; the twenty-ninth night; and - 	- 	* 	- 	- 	- 
'•' L'' 
	LY?i that it is the last night of Ramadan. çi 

(AbU 'Elsa said:) Ash-Shafi'i said: 
"To me, and Allah knows best, it is 3 	3t] 
as if the Prophet 	would be asked - - - - 	-- - 
about as it is (now) asked about. It _' 35 	3 
would be said to him: 'We search - 	- 	- 	j.- i J 	&* 	JL 	L 
for it on this night.' So he would 
say: 'Search for it on this night." . 	 J, 	65 zW 
Ash-Shãfi'I said: "The strongest 
narration to me is the one that I-

-  - 
fl, 	:iLJ 	JU 

mentions the twenty-first night." j3 
AbU 	'Eisa said: 	It has been  

reported that Ubayy bin Ka'b ) JJ 	 Jt3 

would take an oath that it was the 2 
twenty-seventh night, and he said: - 	 - 
"The 	Messenger 	of 	Allah 	ç Jy 	2 	: 
informed us of its signs, so we 
counted and preserved it." (Sahih) - - -: 	- 
And it has been reported that AbU  

Qilabah said: "The Night of Al-  
Qadr fluctuates between the last - 	- -. 	- 
ten." 'Abd bin Humaid informed jW 
us of that; 'Abdur-Razzaq narrated 
to us from Ma'mar, from Ayyub, 
from AbU Qilabah. (Sahih) 

uji 	Li 	L 	Lil • • : c-- 

:-] L i 	[v 	vr: 

['fl::Z, si, rr1/r:.-iI 	 [AA 	Al 
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i 	* 	 L.JI] 	Lai 	Lc.j [/1:..L.,-l] 

:5ti 	T. 

Comments: 
In the light of Qur'an and the authentic Ahadith, the Night of Power occurs in 
Ramadan, in the odd number nights of last ten days, and it keeps changing 
and most likely it is the twenty-seventh. 

793. Zirr said: "I said to Ubayy bin 
Ka'b: '0 Abü A1-Mundhir! How do 
you know that it is the night of the 
twenty-seventh?' He said: 'Rather, 
the Messenger of Allah 
informed us that it is a night (after 
which) the sun rises without rays, 
so we counted and we remembered 
it. By Allah! Ibn Mas'üd learned 
that it is in Ramadan and that it is 
the night of the twenty-seventh, but 
he did not want to inform you lest 
you would depend on it." (aazih) 

AbU 'Eisa said: This Hadith is 
Hasan Sahih. 

tj 4J1 	 , ZU 	L L.4JI 

Comments: 
'Abdullãh bin Mas'Ud used to tell his pupils that only that blessed person will 
have the Night of Power who performs late night prayer during the whole 
year. His objective of this was that they would perform late night prayer the 
whole year to seek and achieve the Night of Power. 

794. 'Uyainah bin 'Abdur-Rahman 
narrated: "My father narrated to 
me: 'The Night of Al-Qadr was 
mentioned in the presence of AbU 
Bakrah, so he said: "I do not 
search for it due to something that 
I heard from the Messenger of 

:L—V4  

J IW 	 :J 

U 	:J 	i 
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Allah , except for during the last 
ten (nights); for indeed I heard him 
say: 'Search for it when nine 
remain, or; when seven remain, or; 
when five remain, or; during the 
last three nights." He ('Uyainah) 
said: "During the twenty (nights) of 
Ramadan, AbU Bakrah used to 
perform 5alat just as he performed 

a1at during the rest of the year. 
But when the (last) ten began, he 
would struggle (performing more 
Salãt during the night)." (ahiz) 
AbU 'Eisa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 

rA/) 	r1VA:(L..-'l) 3L..- 

Comments: 
This Hadith of Abii Bakrah means: seek the Night of Power on 21st 23rd 25th 
27th and 291h  night of Ramadan. 

Chapter 73. Something Else 
About That 
795. 'All narrated: "The Proph t 

would awaken his family during 
the last ten (nights) of Ramadan." 
(Sahih) 
Abü 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. 

(Yr 	Z.4 :.l - (Yr 	it) 

.d 	 A/\:L.-1 	[,v...a] 

(\v) 	(.') 

796. 'Aishah narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah ç  would struggle 
(to perform Salat more) during the 
last ten (nights) more than he would 
struggle in the rest of it." (ahiz) 

L : 	- 

4;5  

:LiJU 	 r 
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AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 
Hasan Gharib. g IJ I 'i;J1 ç I 	L5 

LL :.jU 

L 	 :p 

\Vo: 
Comments: 

The last ten days of Ramadãn are the days of I'tikaf and the Night of Power. 
Therefore the Prophet j  himself would take a great care of it, he would 
awake his wives, the Mothers of the Believers, and also urged others to do so. 

Chapter 74. What Has Been 
Related About Fasting During 
the Winter 

U 	- (V 

(Y t ZL,-Jfl) 

797. 'Amir bin Mas'Ud narrated 
that the Prophet 	said: "Fasting 
during the winter is an easy reward." 
(Da 'if) 
AbU 'EIsa said: This 1-ladith is 

Mursal, 'Amir bin Mas'Ud did not 
see the Prophet j.  He was the son 
of Ibrãhim bin 'Amir Al-Qurashi, 
the one that Shu'bah and Ath-
Thawri report from. 

J, "J.... IJ. 	:CSv/t) 	J 	to: 	I 4J ,LiI ) LJI 

,aiI 	LiI 	JV :JIi 	 L4 	aJI 	4, ii... 

Comments: 
A person observing fasts in winter does not face the pang of thirst and 
hunger, but he gets full reward and virtues, so the Prophet ; stated it like 
the spoils of war gained without a hurdle. 
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Chapter 75. What Has Been 	 - (\, oJ) 
Related About: "And For Those 	 - 
Upon Whom It Is Difficult."111 	(Vo 

798. Salamah bin A1-Akwa' said: 	 : 	lii - VA 

"When the following was revealed: 	.-..-.- 	--J I 	- 	- 
'And for those upon whom it is 	

' 

difficult, (they may) feed a poor 	) JA 	 C 
person' - if one of us wanted to we 	-------—--, - . - - - 

would not fast, and pay the ransom, 
until the Ayah after it was revealed 
abrogating it." (Sahih) 	 - 	- 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is  

Hasan Sahih Gharib. Yazid (one of 	 ii 	Jj 
the narrators) is Ibn AbI 'Ubaid,  
the freed slave of Salamah bin Al 	cr' 	- Li. 	: 	J1 

Akwa'. 

:L 	aJi 	 'L)  

W 41 J 	3L L L,aJ 	to.V:C44.aJ JJ 

Comments: 
According to the majority, it was allowed in the early era of Islam for the people 
who were able to fast, instead of fasting, if they want to feed a poor person for 
each day as ransom, they could do so. Later this rule was abrogated by the 
following Verse which is: 'So, whoever of you sights (the crescent on the first 
night of) the month (of Ramadan) must observe fast that month. 

Chapter 76. What Has Been 
Related About the One Who 
Ate And Then Went Out To 
Travel 
799. Muhammad bin Ka'b 
narrated: "I went to Anas bin 
Mãlik during Ramadan and he was 
about to travel. His mount was 
prepared for him, and he put on 

(v1) 	- 	t- - 

'J+ 

Al-Ba qarah 2:184. 
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his traveling clothes, then he called  
J, 	i L:l.,-)  for some food to eat, and I said to 	- 	-- 	- 	- 	j  

him: 'Is it Sunnah?' He said: 'It is 	:J 	!' :1 	3st. r-' 
Sunnah.' Then he rode." (Sahih) 

800. (Another 	chain) 	from :t.1 	i. 	tI. 	- 	A" 
Muhammad bin Ka'b who said: "I - 

..X went to Anas bin Malik during 
Ramadan" and he mentioned a : J 
similar 	narration 	(as 	no. 	799). - 	-. 
(Sahih) 

-- - 
AbU'Elsã said: This HadithisHasan. : 

Muhammad bin Ja'far (one of the - 	- - - 
narrators) is Ibn AN Kathlr, (he is)  

from Al-Madinah and trustworthy,  
and he is the brother of Ismä'i1 bin - 	- 
Ja'far. 'Abdulläh bin Ja'far is Ibn I 	 ,.i-- 
Najlh the father of 'All bin Al-Madini,  
Yaiya bin Win graded him weak. L 

Some of the people of knowledge 4Ij 	 4 
followed this Ijadith, they said that  - 

-' the traveler breaks his fast at his  

home before he leaves, and he is ii 	,.LJi j 	., 
not to shorten his Salãt until he  - 

'- 	"L 	311 	-- leaves beyond the walls of his city , 
or village. This is the saying of J. 	i 	4 
Isbaq bin Ibrahim (Al-Uan?ali). - 	- - 

Ji 	 fl 	it 	L 

.[ 5.ULJil 	It: 	t-' 

'-- 	- 	tv/t:Ji 4] 

Comments: 
There is disagreement about whether a traveler can eat and break the fast at 
home before commencing the journey or not. Imam AbU Hanifah, Malik, 
Shãfi'i, Awzã'i and the majority hold the opinion that on the day of setting off 
for journey he should leave fasting and he is not allowed to eat at home at 
the time of setting off. According to Imam Ahmad and Ishaq in the light of 
this Hadith, he may leave after eating at home, but Imãm Ibn Qudamah 
explained the view of Imam Abmad that the traveler cannot eat before 
leaving behind the boundary of his town. 
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Chapter 77. What Has Been 
Related About The Gift For 
The Fasting Person 

801. Al-Hasan bin 'All narrated 
that the Messenger of Allah said: 
"The gift for the fasting person is 
(fragrant) oil and a censer."111  
(Da'if) 
AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 

Ghartb, its chain is not strong and 
we do not know of it except as a 
narration of Sa'd bin TarIf. Sa'd 
(bin TarIf) was graded weak, and 
they call (one of the narrators 
'Umair bin Ma'mün) 'Umair bin 
Ma'mUm as well. 

(vv i>i) 

:J 

L 

E,. 	..t4] 
J -J   

Chapter 78. What Has Been 
Related About When (The Days 
Of) Al-Fit,- And Al-Adhã Are 

802. 'Aishah narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah 	said: "Al- 
Fi!r is the day that the people 
break the fast, and Al-Adha is the 
day that the people sacrifice." 
(Sahih) 
AbU 'Elsa said: I asked Muhammad: 

"Did Muhammad bin Al-Munkadir 
hear from 'Aishah?" He said: "Yes, 
he said in his narration: 'I heard 
'Aishah." 
Abü 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Ghartb Sahth from this 
route. 

U Li - (VA ,JI) 

(VA 	ii) 

That is an incense burner. See Tuhfat Al-A hwadhi. 
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I RV c .)l 	s . 

Comments: 
The objective of this Hadith is that the unity should be maintained to 
celebrate the days of 'Eid; one should not be stubborn about one's own 
personal and individual opinion. The people should start fasting all together 
and celebrate 'Eid all together. 

Chapter 79. What Has Been 
Related About When One 
Leaves From I'tikaf 

803. Anas bin Malik narrated: 
"The Prophet 	would perform 
I'tikaf during the last ten (nights) 
of Ramadan. One year he did not 
perform I'tikaf, so he performed 
I'tikaf for twenty (nights) in the 
following year." (Sazih) 

AbU 'Eisa said: This Hadith is 
Ijasan Gharth 5ahth, as a narration 
of Anas (bin Mãlik). 
The people of knowledge differ 

over the case of one who is 
performing I'tikaf and he severs his 
I'tikaf before completing what he 
intended. Some of the people of 
knowledge said that when he 
invalidates his I'tikaf then it is 
required for him to make it up. 
They argue using the Hadith: "The 
Prophet 4Lt, left his I'tikaf, so he 
performed I'tikaf during ten 
(nights) of Shawwäl." This is the 
view of Mãlik. Some of them said: 
If he did not take a vow to perform 
I'tikaf, or something that would 
make it obligatory upon him, and it 
is voluntary and he leaves, then it is 
not required for him to make it up, 
otherwise it would be required 

i:.L_:. t. 	t - (vc 	il) 

(v° 	Jl)  
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from him by his own choice, not 
because it was obligatory upon him. 
This is the view of Ash-Shãfi'i. 
Ash-Shãfi'i said: "For every deed 

that you do not have to begin; if 
you do begin it, then leave it, then 
it is not required from you to make 
it up, except for Ijajj and 'Umrah." 
And there is something narrated 

on this topic from AbU Hurairah. 

} 35_9 :iLi 3 

z 

y4_J j  >Ji 	3 	Ji 

1:  

* o, 	 4. Lc- -  L5l 

J1 ; 

Comments: 
Making up a violated I'tikf is compulsory and in case of violating a voluntary 
I'tikaf, making it up is not compulsory. 

Chapter 80. What Has Been 
Related About: Can The One 
Performing I'tikaf Leave For 
His Needs Or Not? 

804. 'Aishah narrated: "When the 
Messenger of Alkih 	performed 
I'tikaf, he would bring his head 
near me so I could comb it, and he 
would not enter the house except 
for some personal needs." (Sahii) 
AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih. This is how it was 
reported by others from Mãlik bin 
Anas, from Ibn Shihäb, [from 
'Urwah, and 'Amrah, from 'ishah. 
Some of them reported it from 
Mãlik, from Ibn Shihãb], from 
'Urwah, from 'Amrah, from 
'Aishah. What is correct is from 
'Urwah and 'Amrah from 'Aishah. 

Jl4 - (A ç 4ii) 

(A - i) r 
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This is how it was reported by Al-
Laith bin Sa'd from Ibn Shihab, 
from 'Urwah and 'Amrah, from 
'Aishah. 	

+'- 	.çii LciJ 

LJ 
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805. That was narrated to us by 
Qutaibah from Al-Laith (a similar 
narration as no. 804) (Sahih) 
This is acted upon according to 

the people of knowledge. When a 
man performs Al-I'tikaf, he is not 
to leave his I'tikaf except for some 
personal needs. They agree upon 
this: He goes out to relieve himself 
from defecation and urination. 
Then the people of knowledge 
differ about visiting the sick, 
attending the Friday prayer, and 
the funeral for the person 
performing I'tikaf. Some of the 
people of knowledge among the 
Companions of the Prophet 	, 
and others, held the view that he 
may visit the sick, follow the 
funeral and attend the Friday 
prayer as long as he made that a 
condition (before entering the state 
of I'tikãf). This is the view of 
Sufyãn Ath-Thawri and Ibn Al-
Mubärak. Some of them said that 
he can not do any of that, and they 
thought that if a person is in a land 
where the Friday prayer is held, 
then he is not to perform I'tikaf 
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except in the Friday prayer Masjid,  
because they consider it disliked 4 

for him to leave his place of I'tikaf ' 	:L- 	J 
to go to the Friday prayer. They do - 	- - 	- 	- 	- - 
not think that he should miss the 4'-Lc 	 - 	i 	jQj4il 

Friday prayer, so they said that one  
is not to perform I'tikaf except in - - 	- 
the Friday prayer Masjid, so that he  
will have no need to leave his place 
of I'tikaf except to relieve himself 
and for his personal needs. This is 
because in their view, leaving it for 
other than his personal needs will 
sever his 	I'tikaf. This is the saying 
of Malik and Ash-Shãfi'i. Ahmad 
said that he does not visit the sick 
nor follow the funeral based upon 
the Ijadith of 'Aishah. Isliaq said 
that if he makes it a condition then 
he can follow the funeral and visit 
the sick. 

V/RV: 	 , 
) 

Comments: 
If a mosque does not have the facilities, like: toilets, washing place, privacy, and 
facility for taking a bath due to sexual impurity, according to the consensus the 
person making I'tikaf is allowed to leave the mosque for these matters. If a 
mosque has these facilities then he is not allowed to leave the mosque. 

Chapter 81. What Has Been 
Related About Standing (In 
The Night Prayer) During The 
Month Of Ramadãn 

806. AbU Dharr narrated: "We 
fasted with the Prophet ç, so he 
did not pray (the night prayer) with 
us until seven (nights) of the month 
remained. Then he 	led us in 
prayer until a third of the night had 
gone, then he did not lead us in 
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prayer on the sixth. Then he led us 
in prayer on the fifth until half of 
the night had gone. We said to 
him: '0 Messenger of Al1h! 
Wouldn't you lead us in prayer for 
the remainder of the night?' He 
said: 'Indeed, whoever stands 
(praying) with the Imam until he 
finishes, then it is recorded for him 
that he prayed the whole night.' 
Then he did not lead us in prayer 
until three (nights) of the month 
remained. Then he led us in prayer 
on the third and he called his 
family and his women to pray with 
us until we feared missing the 
Falah" I (Jubair bin Nufair) said to 
him: "What is the Falah" He said: 
"The Suhür." (Sahih) 
AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 

Ijasan SahTh. The people of 
knowledge differ over the night 
prayer of Ramadan. Some of them 
thought that it is to be prayed in 
forty-one Rak'ah with War. This is 
the view of the people of Al-
Madinah, and this is what is acted 
upon by them in Al-Madinah. Most 
of the people of knowledge follow 
what is reported from 'All, 'Umar, 
and others among the Companions 
of the Prophet 	that it is twenty 
Rak'ah. This is the saying of Sufyan 
Ath-Thawrl, Ibn Al-Mubãrak and 
Ash-Shãfi'i. Ash-Shãfi'I said: "This 
is what I see in our land in Makkah; 
they pray twenty Rak'ah." Atimad 
said: "There is a variety reported 
about this." He did not judge 
according to any of them. Ishaq said: 
"Rather we prefer forty-one Rak'ah 
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according to what has been reported 
from Ubayy bin Ka'b." Ibn Al-
Mubãrak, Abmad  and Isaq 
preferred that one perform the Salat 
with the Imãm during the month of 
Ramadan. Ash-Shãfi'I preferred 
that he pray alone if he is a Qari. 
(There are narrations on this topic 
from 'Aishah, An-Nu'mãn bin 
BashIr, and Ibn 'Abbãs.) 
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Comments: 
'Allamah Bannawri (a Hanafi Deobandi) wrote: "It has to be accepted 
without any excuse that the Noble Prophet 	offered eight Rak'ah Tarawih 
prayer; and it is not proven from any narration that he 	offered Tarawih 
and Tahajjud (late night prayer) separately. However when he 	led the 
congregation of Tarawiz prayer, he did not increase the number of Rak'ah 
instead he prolonged it. In the light of the authentic Ahadith, he 	led 
Tarawih prayer only eight Rak'ah and the number of Rak'ah more than that is 
not proven from him 

Chapter 82. What Has Been 
Related About One Who 
Provides The Food For A 
Fasting Person To Break His 
Fast 

807. Zaid bin Khälid Al-Juhani 
narrated that the Messenger of 
Allah 	said: "Whoever provides 
the food for a fasting person to 
break his fast with, then for him is 
the same reward as his (the fasting 
person's), without anything being 
diminished from the reward of the 
fasting person." (a414) 
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AbU 'EIsa said: This Hadith is 
Hasan Sahih. 

:1Jli 
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Comments: 
Many Ahadith are reported regarding the virtues of making arrangements for 
the people to break fast. All these AI!2adith  tell that providing food and drink 
to the fill is not necessary, according to one's capability with good intention 
providing usual food and drink will also be a source of reward and 
righteousness. 

Chapter 83. Encouragement To 
Perform The Night Prayer 
During Ramadãn And The 
Virtues That Accompany It 

808. AbU Hurairah narrated: "The 
Messenger of Allah 	would 
encourage the night prayer in 
Ramadan without firmly ordering 
it, and he would say: 'Whoever 
stands (in the night prayer) for 
Ramadan with faith and seeking 
the reward (from Allah), then he 
will be forgiven what has preceded 
of his sins.' So the Messenger of 
Allah iI died and the matter was 
like that. Then the matter was the 
same during the Khilafah of AbU 
Bakr and it continued during a 
portion of the Khilafah of 'Umar 
bin Al-Khattab." (Sahih) 
There are narrations on this topic 

from 'Aishah. This Hadith has also 
been reported from Az-ZuhrI, from 
'Urwah, from 'Aishah, from the 
Prophet . 
(AbU 'Elsa said: This Hadith is 

Hasan Sahih.)  
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Comments: 
'With Faith' is that the motive and objective of the deed should be only Faith 
in Allah and His Messenger and the person has a firm trust in their promise; 
and 'Hoping' is that its motive is the hope and desire of reward and 
righteousness, no other passion and purpose should be its motive except to 
gain the Pleasure and bliss of Allah U. 
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